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C&AMONWIALTH OFIENNEYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF PLIELIC WELFARE

HARRISSURGPENNSYLVANIA 17120

a

OFFICE OF MENTAL RETARDATION
TELEPHONE
AREA CODS 717.

PETER P. POLLON1
DEPUTY SECRETARY

787-3700

I.

Dear SerVice Provider:

June 28, 1978

1)ecause,of the need,to deinstitutionalise clients and Taintein
public'accountabilityljt is essential that every rehabilitation agency

have the capacity ro deliver services which,effectiveW addres$ tha

needs of individual clients. The tool post likely to insure the

necessary accuracy anireconomy is the Individualised Written Program Plan.

The materiaL inhthis booklet has been:developed Co assist rehabiii-

tation'agencies in preparing and implementing IndividuallOd 'Written .

Program Plans. While ita use is not mandatoryv I encourage yotr to adopt

as much as will benefit you in developing your agency's protege for

individualisinf rehabilitation'sprvices. This material wai\desigped to

be compatable with federal and state regulations and program office

,standards.

I hope you will find this material useful and wish you continued

suceess in serving handlIcapped persons.

No 4

Sincerely.

Peter p. Polloni .
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Background

INTRODUCTION
II

The Individualized Written Progiam Plal(IWPF) is a client plan document developed through the efforts
of the client, agency staff, referring agency representatives, consultants, and when appropriate, parents or
guardians. The plan is prescriptive. It ie the result of an interdisciplinary process which sets forth the goals
and procedures on how to work toward those goals.

Legal Basis .tS _.)

Public La* 64-108, the Davelopmentally TXsabled Assistance and Bill higists Act of 1974 calls for an
individualized habilitation plan and states that public funds (both federal and state) are to be withheld from
agencies not meeting the general stipulations of the Act, including the habilitation Plan. Public Law 98-11Z
thf4Rahabilitation Act`of 1974 calls for an Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan to be developed by

state vocational rehabilitation agency counselors and any program receiving federal money. Public Law
94-142, the 1976 Education for All Handicapped Chikiren Act, requires the development of Individual
EducitionPrograrns for all students with special needs. In Pennsylvania, the Department of Public Welfare

9048 Regulations for Vocational Rehabilitation Acilities of 1977, Public Law 31, ealllor an Individualised

- 'kitten Program Plan for each client, The above laws and regulations make individual client planning a

necessity in the vocational rehabilitation facility.

v

Description

The Individualized Written Program Plan, as defined by the Pennsylvania Department of Publie Welfare
WM Regulations, Consists of seven basic components, which are4

SI

1) client involvement in the planning of the IWPP;

2) behaviors (neeas) to be dealt with;

8) scheduled staff conferences consiiting of persons responsible for development, implementa-
tion and followup for both the initial planning, as well a, formal review of the IWPP's;

4) stated goals and specified program objectives for training;

5). a time framework estimating the mount of time necessary to achieve the goal and/or review
progress towards attainment of that goal;

S.

6),' documentation pf persons reisponsible for implementation of the plan; and
,

7) ifiC techniqUee to be used to bring abont these behavior changes.

.
.

..

...;
.

. .
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No actual suggested format is provided in the regulations. It is understood that an agepcy may wish to
devise ita own IWPP format or modify an existing format to meet' the specific requirements of the
Ilepartment of public Welfare 90156 Regulations, as well &Oho needs of the clients within the agency.

ee

Development .

The IWPP b;developed as ti result of a group process between the client and the interdisciplinary treatment
team. The prograM manager, and the person(s) responsible for implementation of the IWIT need to be in
attendance at the *Willi( where the IWPP la to be developed. When feasible, th& client shoal also be in
attendance. Other individuals, as specified in the introductory paragrabh, should be exteqded an invitation
to participate in the staffing. Documentation of. these invitations should be included in the client's case
record.

Although it is possible to develop &complete IWPP as a group effort during one steiffing, this may prove to be
a burdensome anci time-consuming process. An alternative approach is to limit the initial IWPP staffing tzt,
identificatidn Of specific Overall Goals, Behaviors (Needs) and Prograin Goals (all items cel the Omer Sheet'
and items A through D. on the Goal Sheet). The final IWPP, including objectives Methods and Materials
(Items E. through I. onthe Goal Sheet), can then be completedby the cue manager, hnpiementor and client

Once staff become familiar with the IWPP, and the processes leading to the IWPP, it is expected that the,
, time spent prepering for and participating in an IWPP staffing will decrease and take little mbre time than a

traditional staffing. It is expected that the IWPP will lied to more constnictive iTaining which will help
clients become more productive, independent, and self-fulfilled members of society.

SI

a
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THE INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN PROGRAM PLAN

ugges ure for Development of 1WIT

In order for the IWPPstaffing to be productive, efficient, and a positive experience for the people involved, a
planning process should be dpveloped by each agency. A suggested procedure is presented below. This list

can be modified to meet the specific needs of each agency.

I,. The following persons should be present at
IWPP development staffing.

a. Client if the client is not present an explanation
given as to why.

b. Vocational Evaluator

Reference pages are in the
Resource Manual t o
accompany the Pennsylvania
Model Individualized Written
Program Plan

should be See resource manual p, 44

c. Program Manager

d. Floor staff who have worked with client See resource manual. p.
4

a Referral/funding agency representative See resource manual p. 73

f. 1)arents/guardians See resource menus) p. 47

g. Other involved individuals

2. Staffing participants notified,

IL Relevant client information obtained

a. -Behavioral Assessments

b. Psychological Reports
4 s

c. Social Histories

d. Medical information and activities limitations

e. Reports from agencies to whom the client is known

f. Vocational History

g. Anecdptal Records

h. Performance Record's
1. production recorde
2. attendance reCords
'rrecords from previous IWPP reviews

71 Vocational Valuation Reports.

4

See resource manual p. 2



j. Other Intra-Agency Reports
I. physical therapy
2. occupational therapy
& speech therapy
4. psychiatric
& residential servipes
& other

k. Consultations n

L Other Relevant Information.

t Staffing Held Suggested Agenda.

a. Convened by person responsible bor staffing = See resource manual p. 2 s

b.'Sununary of relevani client information .

c. If possible, t. cliintOspeaks about how he perceives hie needs,
his expectatl4na from the VR facility, his personal goals, inter-

.

sets, etc. OR determination of extent of porticipation by anoth-
er qualified individual acting as a personal advocate See rerource manual p..44

d. Assignment to program area e.g. PWAT, WAC, or LTSE

e. Reassignment of program manager if applicable

I. Establishmept of an overall goal related tq movement of client
to higher level programming

. g. Establishment of behaviors (needs) to be dealt with- ,

Detenninadon of clkent st;engths relative to behavicoVneeds)

I. Establishment o; progra,""t goals

4.

Seireeource =mid p.

See roma°, manual pp. 5, 12

# Ike resource manual, p. 12

J. Sign off of IWPP Cover sheet bi program mimager and client

k., tion of objectives by goal area

L Determination of methodology and Awes:Dry tarials

m. Assigmnent of implementor'

IL Determindtion of target Me for each objective

.0. getirmination of method of evaluation .

See resource manual p. 5 .

See reeourcfe manual p. 76

NJ
Items K I M N,. and 0 fluky be aesigned to be completed after the IWPP Staffing Meeting.

'After the establishment ctf tho-pnvron goals, it Ci not required for ail persons involved in the staffing to
pertiolpsto is (Pa, dospietioss cl MO WM _mt. people, relquiral for the completion of A. 1WPP ars tea (Wei

. emlAor ideoesteihs ',Ingram manager, end the implementor. Other peoAle max participate if cleared.

.
5 8
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A: He Ailing:

Name

'Date

INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN PROGRAM PLAN
Corer Sheet

'B. Program Assignment

Pregilm Manager's Sign.
2

Client'sSign.

c. Overall Goal

D. Program Goals
Include strengths which require further
development as well as deficits which

Jequire remediation

IWPP to be reviewed by team every:(circle)

30 days
PWAT 41'

.r.

6 rnoilths
IINE-W AC with

quarterly progress
by prognuosulatutger

Implementor .
Date Date

Initiated Completed

0,

a

R. aim. af Pattidponts In bald LW.P.P. -Staffing (Include Nu):

Mande&

twit.41;1 but did not Wand: 6



Progress Summaries and IWPP Reviews
.PWAT (YT (team) IMP!' tyview 'miry 30 dap+

Date Reviewed Type of Review ,
'and signature of Program manager and client

1.Tht: WAr (Wm) 1WIT revsew eMi I annually with
quarterly Animus *notary by Program Mower

Summary of client status as well as
statement of progress on each goal

.411

i4:41.0"iiP;.10:'11*.P4' i'.14'15.freVi01:44M64.04:411.4i'Vlik4,i5.1-:*;0;z:ia/:41Ii.,Md:10:,,;$I44` ,
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Individualized Written Program Pla4
Goal Shoot

A. Heading
Name Date Program AssignmentProgram Manager --- -

B. Overall Geak

C. Behavior (Need):

D. PrOgram Goal.

E.. Objectives F. Methods/Materials/Implementors
Q. Target H. Completed

Dat4 Date
-

,

I

I. Signature.: (nasme find data)
4 Click (andlor advoqate);

1 1 Proirman Mneffer: A, 1 2

1

Implementor

/



Awformanee Notes

This is on-sgoing recording and Monitoring of the client's progress toward objectives.
. Ns space may be used tor charttng gehaviors.

This is to be kept by implenientot.

Program Goal;

. R Propssaastatlea..
V -. 1 ,

;

C. ReviskIns D. tureDate

4

adly.

4
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Instructions for Completing the IWPP Form

This IWPP form was developed after careful scrutiny of many existing individualized plan forms. Efforts
4were niutde to insure that this IWPP format is easily adaptable to meet any other agency pequirem ts. The

. primary purpose of the IWPP is to provide useful, understandable information to all persons invol4d in the
habilitation or rehabilitation of the client -

This IWPP format is divided into two section& the CoverSheet, (with space for ikogress reviews on the back)
and the goal sheets (with space for on-going monitoring of client progress on the back). ..

The steps of completing the IWPP have been arranged in a logical progression; however, the reader should

feel free to rearrange the order of completion to fit his/her. particular needs.

. 1. COVER SHEET

A) Heading

Enter the client's name, the date and the signature of the program manager and client.

B) Program Assignment

The Program assignment is entered on the form (e.g. PWAT, VISE, WAC). Individuals involved in Personal
Work Adjustment Training (PWRI) or Occupational Training ((1) require a review every thirty days.
Individuals involved in Long Term Sheltered Employment (LTSE) or Work Activity (WAC) require a review
every six months of the calendar year with quarterly progress rev1eil.1 by program manager. Circle the
appropriate classification."The facility can, however, review the IWPP more often if desired. Program goals
listed on the cover sheet may or lay ngt change at review.

C) Overall Goal
,

Enter overall goal. The overall goal should reflect a consensus of opinion of all individuals participating in the
development of the prograM plan. Particular attention should be given to the client's desires. The overall
goal may be a general goal, but should state the ultimite purpose toward which all services are directs& This
is usually stated in terms of "sheltered employment" or "competitive employment "

D) 'Pnagram.Goale

Enter the program goals. Program goals are directly related to the overall goal and to client behaviors
(needs) discussed at the staffing. The prograni goals should be stated behaviorally and in positive terms (i. e. ,

state what the client wilt do rather than what he/she will not do). Program goals may or mai, not change at
the IWPP review date. (See resource manual p. 5 for discussion of prioritizing goals and p. 18 for a
discussion of writing clear, positive goals.)

As program goals are identified enter the name

co:

.)

the implementor for each.

0 0

1 t5-
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E) Roster of Participants

Enter the names and title of persons attending the initial IWPP development staffink. Individuals who were
invited but did not attend should also be indicated.

Progress Summaries and4WPP Reviews
(on gack of covet: iheet), . %.; .

A summary of aept statusaa well as a stateMent otprogress on each goal should be made at each IWPP team
review (PWAT-(YT every 30 days; LTSE-WAc every six months) and also for quarterly LTSE-WAC
summaries by program manager. The IWPP tekh cohsists of program manager, client and others involved in
goal plan implementation. Theee,reviews should be signed and dated by program manager and client Client
attendance at IWPP reviews is optional but the results of the review must be iliscussedmith the client A
copy of thifIWPII riview must be submitted to the referral agency. (Sea resource manual p. 12 for discussion
of pmgress notes.)

H. GOAL SHEET

The purpose of the goal sheet is to document each program goal. individually. The overall goal may have
. multiple behaviors (neects), and each behaVior (need) may have multiple program goals. For each behavior-

/program goal a new Sheet should be used.

A) Heading

Enter the., client's name, the date and the name of the program manager.
Program assignment should be same as cover sheet item B.

B) Overall Goal-

Copy the overall goal from the Cover Sheet. This is written on each goal sheet as a reminder of the general
purpose for the client's placement within ths program.

C) Behavior

State the client's present behavior which needs modification, elimination or strengthening.

D) Prognim Goal

Copy the program goal from the cover sheet

,
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E) Objoetive(s)

For each goal, an objective(s) is developk The imitator of objectives per goat will .depend n the

complexity of thti goal, the degree ofidifficulty in reechingthe objective, and, the existing level of skill(s). The.

objective shouldlbe written so that edccees ispoelible for both the client and the staff, and that theobjective
ean be met in a reasonable length Obtime with a reasonable amolint of effort., : .

. I.

.
N.

.
1 , i , . . ' ..

e. .

There are three parts to an objective. The first part of the objective states what the expected behaviais.f

The second part of the objtive states where and under what conditions the behavior is expected to occur. *;

The of the objeWve states the level of performan needed to demonstrate that learning hae, in
..I..

f occurred. The development of. an objective is based upon the expected level of performanoe for the .1

-. behayier within the environment in which the behavior is normally expected to occUr. 4 in real life,

. ,behaviorsean be expected to occur 100% of the timeNhile othas occur lesi frequently. This should be kopt :, .. :f.

be mind when specifying the level of performance. Om nsoburee manual p. 18 for a discuaision of writ(rs'?

clear, positive objectives.) ., ,. . ' . 0, . ,

F) Mothods/Materialemplomentore

For each objectltra1nIng method is selectedtdelineating specific teChniques to be Waited. the training,. .

method and mat to be utilized art depende upon the interaction between the client, thetralnets, apd
the environment i hich the training is to occur. terials refer to an5; instruments or devicea which' will Na , i
used as pare of the trainfng. AB with all elements o the IWPP, the methods and material's section should lie
sufficiently detailed so that staff turnover will not interrupt service delivery. The person most directly
resPonsible for training the client in this method is also indicated here. It. is.intended that this 'section wtil ,.

provide sufficient information to facility personnel not directly ifvolved with the client, referring/ naor- '?,
ing agency representatives, and the client iii understanding what typolvd how trlaining is to .. 1 Mee/ .
rooftree manual p. 78 for a discussion of methods to use with preblee,tlehaviors.) .;

.. , ..

Is
4

G) ?tweet Date

.1,

The target date id,the date by which the objact1via expected to bemet Target dates may be changed if
training takes longer than expected and/or new ning methods need to he developed. 1

. ,

A

*, m Cempletion Dab')

The actual completion date is entered at the time the objective hap been 6t.

,

12

A,
4.

#.1
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V 'V

5 Signatures

The pereons ipvolved in the development of each goal sheet should enter their signature and title. The
signatures aignify particip4on in the development ol this portion of the IWPP.

_ ,
. .. . ,

' .. 1

.
4

,

III. PititFORMANCENOTIcS s..
. ,, , .

. .

,-, On the back of each goil sheet le a form for performance notes. Notee are generally completed by the
5,,.tmplemomter. Inetructions for completing the performance notes are m follows:

.. .. ..
, 1 . ,

,

4 . (A.) PregiraeObe tat ieS `I

COMments may be writteh as frequently as the implementor feds is appropriate. Mese comments should
. eerie aka recorded significant program or obstacles. This space may also be used for chsrting client

behavior. In L'Itt-W4C this information' should be tam oonsideratien as the prograni manager
' comp)etee the quartply prom* summit. In PWATKIT this should be taken into considerer

tion as the IWPP tam comOletes %it monthly review&
ii ,

. .:
4 % 1 - . .. ' .

. . Simple revhdtios of training methods or materials or target date* and the rem** for the change are;

. : docwnented.heri. Make a notation if there hie been a changi of implementors: &millions (Including change ,
(if implementor) should ip . il. . by the prbgrani m1.gor, 'new implementor, and client Change in the
overall goal, beha 17.P.,. v, . , I I

s tali in BM staffing * delineated in the Deecrikstion ..

. Section of the

6) Signature/Data

Sign and date all performance note(e).

7

4

13
4
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An Example Of A Completed IWPP

To indiate how this partiatilar IWPP was developed, a staffingssummery and stAngth list is included.
1

if 4

Staffing Summary

Client John Adams

After reporte from various representativeti at the staffing were read, John was able to discuss his
feelings about being in the workshy, what he would like to learn and improve in, what he would like to do
someday, and how his life in general was going. Discussion was thendirected to identification of behaviors to

be addressed and coreending Program Goals.

V I

Training supervisor A.B. mentioned to John 'that hfs medical records hiOcate that he should wear
glasses, yet he never wears them during workshop hours. A. B. suggested thatthis may be contributing to a
lower production raie and a smaller payclieck. John expressed interest in earning more money but stated
that-his frames are cracked and look bad to-him. He said that he would wear glasaes if he had good frames.
Concensus was reached on the following Program Goal: Personal Adjustment: John will have an 'eye
examination and obtain new glasses. This objective will be referred to Sally Black, John's case manager at
the Base Service Unit

t. op.

It wa; also neted that John seems to spend a considerable amount demi away from his work station,
and this could'also be contributing to a lower production rate. John stated thathe only leaves his 'station to go
to the restroom. It was suggested that he could spend more time at hiework station and earn mere money if
he could reduce the frequency and the amount of time spent% the redrawn. John did not disagree, but he
could 'not see how this could be accomplished: John agreed to in to spend no more than 25 -minutes daily
away from his 'work station and gradually to reduce that time to only five minutes daily. 'Program Goal:
Vecational: John will stay at hin,work station during work hours and leave milk when given permission.

It was discussed as to whether John's wotk rate could be increased.'It wis *felt that this workratewas a
deterrent to placement in a sheltered workshy. A plan was agreed upon by JOhn and Bob Carson toattempt
to gradually increase work rate to sheltered workshop level. Program Goal: Vocational:John will increaae

4

his work rate to sheltered employment level,

Several staff-Mentioned that John had begun to wear dirti clothes to work °mmally. This was fent to
be inappropriate for a work setting. John agreed to thia, but he said he had a hard time rememberini to
change clothes. John agreed Wining reminded at the end of the day to change his clothes by Mrs. Jones and a
contingency contract based on his remembering to change his clothes wail agreed upon. Progrtun Goal:
Personakdjustment; John will wear clean- clothes to work and John will wear clothes that are color
coordinated. ,

;
4

(continued on next page)

14
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(Staffing StMuury Costimbed)

There no bther recommendations at this time. It was generally that John'could benefit
from remaining in the work activities center until the next review, and that fo present John's Overall
Goal should be placement in a sheltered workshop. It was also agreed that Tim i would remain as Johds
program manager. A tentative date for the IV/PP Review (5/11f18) was set and the staffing was ended.

Strengths List"

Special Interests

John enjoys watching sports.
John wants to earn more money in order to attend monk sports events.

/ihmily and Mends

fohn's mother is very supportive and would like John to have a regular job.
him is friendly with other clients, but has no "cloee friends.

Religion and Values

John attends church irregularly with his family.
* Hea Is proud when he earns money.

Occupational and Education Skills

's

John comes to the-shop by himself ushli publiC transportation.
John's best perforMance is envelope stuffing (his present work).

Reactioti to Staff and Program
John has a very good relationship with Sally Black at the base service

unit and with Bob Carton, his production supervisor.
John likes &ming to the workshop and would like to continue.
John responds to money incentives.

Mental Status,
John is mixit cheerful in the morning.
John will learn new skills and habits, but'requires close monitoring

in the beginning.

Jo

1;
a

1'44 stningth list is not mquired in IWIIP forms, but is nwommended as a very useful tool in developing ,

effective, meaningful client pmgrams (Set Houts and Scott:nee:rends in bibliogtsphy).

(See resource manual p. 12 for a suggested interview guide in developing a stningtWneed list.)

.15 0
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A. Heading:
c--

Name

INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN PROGRAM PLAN
Cover Shee(

B. Program Assignment

IWPP to be reviewed by team every: (circle)_John Adeals,

Date _L.:15111177
Program Manager's Sign. /
Client'sftn.

W . A. C .

,C. OliwanCloal
Placement in a sheltered workshop.

D. Program Goals
Include strengths which requiregurthsr
development es well Si deficits which
Isitdre rensedistIon

30 days
PIV AT-4 Yr

6 months
LTSEINAC with

quarterly progress
by prugram manage

1. John will have eye examination and.

'obtain newiglitegeac

Itaphimsn tor

44

Date
Initiated

Date
Complitad

Referred to 11/11/77 1115/78

BSU
Sally Bleck

2. John will stay at his work station
durint'wokk hours and leave only
when:given permission.

Bob Carson
Join *Isla
after 1/3/78

111111.77'

John will increase his work rate
to shelteied employment level.

Bob Carson 11/11/77
Joan Wright
after 1/3/78

,

4. John will wear, clean clothes to werk Mr Jones 11 11 77 2 3 78

5 John will wear' clothe* that are color

.coordlnated.

-deferred until
, #4 itmet.

.5 *

4

4

4.

PA* ci Padidpantsin Staffiftg

Attndmk, Tam Smith= PrOkram Manage
Bob Carson - Production Su

111VitedbutditrfiltINIIIVe
Independent Li

. Sally Slat*

,
Itre...ThothaS

titles):

rvisor
ing_Skil

axe Serv
thar

26
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Or

Progress Summaries and IWPP Reviews
T.OT (04110 TWPP mien. root) .90 dawn

Dste Reviewed Type of Review

and eigmture of program roger anti and

1 I I

1.7NE FAC 04.14.0 1WIT roviow 0..1,014 with
youuirrit /Weiss Sununu') by ihkinun Mundy.:

Summary of &eat status as well as
statement of progress on each goal

S 0 . 1.

r.
progress on his goals and especially

0 of s . , * $

Staff are satisfied and feel that he

wi se4 .puiress soon4
.kl. Eyeglasses need: teferred 12/2/77

to 8.$0. Sally Black._
John received eyeglasses 1/15/78.

4

o

2. Stay at work station: very little .

progress. Aob Carson will develop a
new goal plan by 2418/78.'

f
3. ProdUction rate: production rata:.

dropped largely because jab inalber 118
changed to 103. John ia discouraged
but haa'baan told WA is bacauaeof
new Job;

-4

4, Clean Clothes: soarachi'ved /3/713..

r 5. Colctr coordinated clothes: lirs.iJones
. will develop plan by 2/4/78.

444%

.441oi

f-

$1,
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A. Heading
Name John Adams

ndividualized Writter.t Program Pima
Goal' Sheet

Program Manager th_L__ Date nnulz___ Program Assignment
t-

Goal No 2

B. Ovengl Goa1 placement in a sheltered workshop

C. '13ehavior(Need):
Spends ,40-Minut es away from work station, wanderil around shop and going to restroom

D. Program Goal.

K Objectives

4
Vocational: John will stay at ht§ vigtic statiOn_

permission.

F. Methods/Materials/Implementors

I

G. -Tarket .0 H. Completed
Date Date

1. .John will,spend no more than 25
'Minutes per day away. from hid
work station.without permission'
:for ten consecutive days AUring.
work time.

John will spend no more than 15
nutes per ay away rom his

work station without permission
for tan consecutive days durfng
work time.

1, If John asks permission to leave 1/2W78
work statiqp - person receiving
request will question him as to

.whether he can wait until break
or lunch. Bob will db time sawliv
one day each week,of the time that
John s ends awa from work and will
record this on a graph.

2. Same as method 1. 3/11J76.

3. 4ohn will spend_no more than 5..
minutes per day away from his
work station without permission
for ten consecutiye aays dufing
work tithe.

3. Same as metbod

a

I. Signatures: (name and date) L
dient(aod/or

s, 23 Program Manager
Implementort

).

A.

.
,

,
';



.1
Performance Notes

This is on-going recording and dtonitoring of the client's progreeitoward objectives.
This space may be used for charting behaviors.

This is to be kept by implementor.
A. pnlmulGoak John will stay at his work station during work hours and-leave only when given permission.

-

A. Progress./ Obstacles
"Th

C.- Revisions

4

1:11 Signature/Date

.,
. ...

Minutes spent Away
from work station.

.

45

.

.
,

,

John leaves work.statipn more
often When'he has a messy job.

,

40
.

- ,

Still wandering 40 minutes .

daily. Very little_progrees.
.

. 35 .
,

Implementation.stopped on this.
plan until IWP,progress sumear, . ,

.

.

30
.

.
,

meeting,on 2/11/78.
1/20178 Bob Carson

25
,

, ___________*_:____

,20
.

15

I.

.

10

.

.

.

.
.

,., ,-- i,

f?

.

\

_

.

_i 1 .

..

.
,

,

.

11/11/77
. wk

1

wk
2

wk
3

wk
4

wk
5

wk
_6

wk
7

wk
8

wk
9

wk
10

_
.

Time sampling one day per week.

eir

1

2 6
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A. Heading
Isiam

. John Adana

B. Ove

Individualized Writtel t PrograrPlan
Goat Shett

4

Manager Tot Smith Date__ Pnwrarn
11/11/77 Program Assignment W.A.C.

1Goal:
Placement in sheltered workshop

Goll,No. 3

C. Behavi r(Need):

D. Program Goal:

E. Objectives

Slow work rate on assemblY work. -John is producing at 30% industrial.rate.

Vocational: John will increase his mork rate to hel e 1.! 1,
a Ali 4 level

F. Methods/Materials/Implementors
G. Targei

Date

H. Completed
Date .

1. John will be able to eliplain the graph
to.he_usad tp.chart his daily
work rate and produde assembled
products on aasembly_eontraera_
(Job No. 11,.113, and 122 at

of induatrial ratp 'for In
consecutive work days.)

1. Bob Carson will develop
a ara0, to Chart Johe_s
daily work rate and explain
this to.Iphn to-be sure 11
'understands how it will be
used- Revill chart on
graph each day and show

A.M. and P.M. and praise

1/11/78

shown and decreases in work
II

...=11.=11

2. (John will,pr9duce assembled
prodwts (Jobs 115, 118, 122,. 103
at Ma of industrial rate for
10 consecutive Work days).

.1111Jk.

Bob charts deilv,Joheamork 21178L
rate and shows it to him at
the end of the 4sy.._ If them
is a decrease for 3 days on ,

the lob. cbunmelirawill joe
initiated to discover the
latiummL-for d&crsas& and
continued until rates again
inertias.

q-

11=1

I. Signaturet (name and date) .1.-0

alent(andlor0vocat4 V
Pierian
Implementor:

Irr
firr epfusAir

28



Performance Notes

This is on-going recording and monitorini of the client's-progre toward objective&
This space may be used for charting behaviors.

This is to be kept 6y implementor,

A. ProgramGoal: John will increase his work rate to sheltered employment level.

B. Proveu/Obstacie's C. Revisions

Graph was developed showing last, three week* work
rat*. Tt was rplaile ta inhn and ha undaratanda

how it works.

D. *nature/Date

Jbhn is producing at 30% industrial rate.
n does. not

appear to be reinforcer. Graph developed to show how
much money John_ earns since this is imDor.taiit t9

John has been working:at 45% industvial rate for 10

Graph changed to show money B C: 12/2/77

(tame natea
rate.

days. He is motivated to earn more lapney.0
New implementor assigned,
Joan Wright: .1oimagreas to
continue with objectives.

B.C. 12/21/77

Production level,dropped to,30%. Job number 118 Job 118 chang4d to 103 for J.W. 2/3/78

lost and john pas,placed on Job number 193. He is training.

less'oroficient at this lob. Will revert back to
Objective 11 until John becomes proficient on job'
103 a1u1 again reach's 45% levek for 10 consecutive days. ,

John is discouraged becailse his .work rate is-going down
not up. We talked about a lot of this change being fhe
new'ob. I will.work with him to find new ways,to do job

c. 94"-
4.Wi 2/10/78

03.

<

79
4

30



A. Heading
Name _John, mains

Individtiglized Written I)
Goal Sheet

Progranilftwer m 51001

B. Overall Goal. Placement in a sheltered_ workshop ..

C. Behavior(Need): .Wears ditty clothes to work
a Programeoak _..?& so wear clean

E. Objectives

ograrn Plan
Goal No. 4

Date Wilt LZ___ Program Assignment W.A.C.

F. MethOds/

lothes to work,

aterials/Implementors
G. Target H. Completed

Date Date

1. John will wear clean clo heS to the 1. A simple chuklist will be used to
so, :

5 days for 3. weeks.

a

Ighn will_maar_cleanLnlothem 4 out of
every 5 work day* for 3 weeks.

will be expl
South will r
of each wor

.

clothes
also praise
rlpan pinthst

is not noted
air all nnr

lined to hit: Mrs ,

John at the _And
day to change hip

cming tn_ work end

im.when he wears
If topromement

n 3 weeks, he will
e tn_ anti

11
114Zi

to J1/28/77
11/28/77

.report to Mr# Jones who would
_thin Al.ruas 'impart-am.i of

clean clothes n terms of his own
ha* 1 th aud A.21, -4-11 -hy t.1111Lrii

2. same as %oh/I& lii _Addition
if improvement s'uot noted in a 3
week Pima_ pa Jelin wIll ha

instructed to return home and
phenyl' nlothaa nn a.ph day_hoadnak.

not wear clean Clothes.

12/1,11/7/ 12123/77

2/3/78

3. Jvhu will wear clean clothes 5 out:of ,3. Same as Method 2.

c7ttmas-

L. Signatures/ (name and data) ,
Clientt(and/or advocate):

holgrarnManaier 6446 -
Implementor -0412,4_ Aida"

440-17,

.?2



I.

1%3
CA) <

A

A. Program Goal:

Performance Notes

4114 is oniroing recording and monitoring of the client's preigress toward objectives.
This space may WI used for chartin behaviors.

This is to be kept by implementor

John 141.1 wear clean clothes to work.

. ProgreeitObstacles.......,
C. Revisions

.John iswearing tiean.clothes 3 out of 3 working days
with reminders at elm end of each'day byJirs.

Target date extended One
week to determine if the
change was the effect of
staffini.

a

D. Signature/Date

---ATE2-11171-8777-
4f#40Arimil

John still wearing clean clothes 3Nout of 5 days.
He'anjoia the attention and praise he receives.

.7ohn hSe been.wearing cl4n.clothes 4 mit of 5
dayi without reminders for two weeks.' This week

-he has worn dirty clothes for 2 days. He was
elpked to report to ma without clocking in today as

d he had worn dirt clothes1 .

this week.
'

easididlreft,
A.J. 12/16/77

,

4

John wore clean clothes allAweek.

John wore dirty 6lothes one time. He repoxted to
ham

J hn .re la clot

23/77

for 3 walks. This ob active 'AUJ. 2/3/78. .

has been, met - will suggest to' Tom.Smit t at o n
a re d for w ob active centeri around

matching Clothes.

alma/

,

4
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THE INDIVIDUALIZED WRITTEN PROGRAM.,
PLANS REVIEW

The Department of Public Welfare 9056 Regulations require regular review of client progress rel'Ettive to
their goals and objectives specified in the client's IWPP. The differences between programa are explained
below.

The PWAT and Occupational Training IWPP Review

Every thirty days a staff conference should be held to review the IWPP for clients involved in Personal Work
Adjustment Training or Occupational Training. All persons involved in implementation and follow-through
ihould be in. attendance at threview. The IWPP review (or staffing)usesees prOgrees of the client relative
to specific prograntgoals and/or objectives, makes changes in training methods if necessary, develops new
goals and objectives as previous goals and objectives are met 'At this time the client may be reassigned to
programs and/or program manager. The client should be in attendance at this conference, if possible.

The IWPP review lien ideal time to share new information on the client, such as unexpected areas of growth,
behavior changes, family change", and/or any other information which may affect client behavior.

The IWPP review should be kept in the client's. case records with the IWPP. Documentation of client
involvement should be made. Any other reviews should also be keptwith the IWPP. Subsequent reviews will
be able to utilise the previous documents to assess movement and groWth of the client overtime.

The actual format of the IWPP review is open for development u bestlits the needs of each facility. Ideally,
the format of the IWPP revie4 will be consistent with the intent and content of the original IWPP.

The Sheltered Resplieffunt and Work Activities IWPP Review

Every six month; a staffing for the IWPP review should be held. As above, all persons involved in
implementation and follow-through should be in attendance at this review. In addition, the client is required
to be involved when goal setting, decision maIdng, and progress assessment occurs. The IWPP review
documents the plan of action at the facility during the next six rkonths. The IWPP staffing and thd IWPP
format are easily adaptable to fit the needs of this review as there is little difference in intent betwien
IWPI) staffing and this IWPP review staffing. In addition, the program manager is to review eachellent.at
three montharaft4r the six month reviews.

Chaves in tint ATP it. noes other Thal the Review

At any timethat the IWPP needs to be changed due toclient reaching expected level of performance or due to
the need of 'changing training methods or target date, it can be accomplished by utilising the bid( of the goal
sheet. The Million should be in writing, dated and initialed. This revisibn should be msile available to all
participants in the staffing and to tht, referring/sponsoring agency. The client should beinvolved with any

thaws made.

. .

'
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4

behaviors (Nsods)

Plient Involveewst

imp lenwntor,

Materials

Methods

Overall Goal

Provo" Manager

Objectives

.21wpst Data

Awns Goals

GLOSSARY

The manner in which a client acts, functions, or reacts to certain situations which
are observable by others, and which are in need of modification or strengthening.

Participation by the client in the development and review of objectivee and .
techniques for goal attainment

l'ersonswhoI. respOnsible for carrying out spedific methods deeCribed in the IWPP.

Physical aids used in the training process which mg be either commerdally
aVailable or individually made.

Also called tichniques, procedures that will be used to assist the client in sitaining
hiater objective.

The overall goal should be a long term vocational goal. jt may be extrelsodif in terms-
of competitive employment outside the facility Or the next h1her
tation program within the facility.

This person coordinates the efforts dali parties involved in the rehabilitation
proms This person is responsible for absudng that the services called for in the
IWPP are actually delivered.

Objectives are the steps lean to the achievement el a program goal. Statements
describing proposed change in a client% behavior which: (1) Identify thi kind of
behavior that demonstrates the client has achieved the objective, (2) describe the
conditions under which the behavior I. expected t6 occur, and (8) specify the level of
performance heeded to be demonstrated in order for the behavior to be considered
learned.

The target date is the date by which the objeCtive is expeethd to be met. Target,
dates may be changed if training takes longer than expected and/or new training
.methods need te be developed.

Program goals are the steps leading to the overall goal. Program goals should be
stated behaviorally and in positive terms (Le., what the client will dO rather than
what he/she will not do).

t.4

a,

."

I
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SUGGESTED SOURCES FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The following are references which may be valuable in plreviding additional information naeful for the

development of Iodividualized Written Program Plans.

Houts, P. S., Scott, R. A. , Quann, P., Lucas, D. G. Reeource Manual to accompany Pennsylvania', Modelf:r
Individualized Written Program Plan for Vocational Re-
habilitation facilities

Esser, T.J. Individualized Client Planning for Work Adjustment Services, Menomonie, Wisconsin; Mate-
rials Development Center, 1975

Provides general information reganling individualized p/anning including a suggested
format. Also includes a discussion on individualiZed planning as an aid for improving
agency services

Gibson, ,D., & Stoddard, D.W., Genera/ Thsk Analysis and Electronics Assembly Training Manual,
Washington, D.C.; The National Children's Center, Inc., .1977

Provides 'highly specific information and methods regaiding task analysis, as developld by
Marc Gold. Includes a detailed task analysis of an electronics assembly task.

Houts, P. S. , & Scott, R. A. , Goal Planning with Developmentally Disabled Persons, Hershey', Pennsylvania;
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, 1975

A basic text which gives detailed, animated steps regarding many of the aspects of tete
IWPP. FUrticularly useful is their use of a strength/needs chart as an aid for goal Plan-
development

(
Kahn, L., Reference Guide on Individualized Plans for Mentally Retanied and Developmentally Disabled

Arsons, Nisonger Center, The Ohio State University, Colimibus, Ohio, 1976
.40

Useful guide for understanding the relationships between the various federal regulation
and ao&reditation requimments .

, I-
. . II '

Mager, R.F., Preparing Instructional Objectives, Belmont, CalifOrnia; Fearon Publishers, 1961

The granddaddy of texts on teaching using objectives. Attempts to explain the ins and outs, of

writing objeetives in a light, refreshing style. . ., .

Parham, J., Individualised Program Planning with ths Developmentally Disabled, Lubbock, Texas;
Research and Training Center in Mental Ratardation; Texas Tech University, 1976

A step by step prateaure for developing individualized program plans is presented. This
workbook is design4d to be utilized with a videotape training kit available from the author.
The workbook by itself is quite informative. Aram/arty useful is the section on task
analysis which relates to the development of both objectives and methods.

An Inttvduction to Individualised Education Program Plans in Pennsylvania, King of Prussia, Pennsyl-
vania; The Pennsylvania Department of Education and the National Resource Center of Pennsylvania, 1977

Provides relevant and specific information regarding the* Individual Education Prigram,
with a suggested format and instructions for its completion. Good guide for agencies
providing services to school units.

3 7
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I. INTRODUCTION

This manual was developed to assist staffof vocational rehabilitation facilities
involved in implementing the Pennsylvania Model Individualized Written Program Plan.
It is also intended as a general resource in the area of individualized client plans,
matter what format is used in writing those plans. Many of the suggestions and
recommendations in this manual have vome from agency .personnel involved in
developing individualized client plans as well as from Members of the steering commit-
tee for the Pennsylvania Model Individualized Written Rehabilitation Plan. We would
particularly like to acknowledge the assistance of Robert Valentine, Gil Selders,
Dorothy Fulton, Linda Wilson, Nora Novitsky, Kieth Gardner, Isadore Salkind and Dean
Settle for their help In compiling this material.'

Some of the materials used in this workbook were selected from other trainthg
manuals by Houts and Scott because of their applicability to voclitional rehabilitation
facilities. Reproduction of 'all or parts of this workbook is encouraged provided that 1)
the source is acknowledged and 2) the material is not sold for profit.

This work is supported, in part, by a contract with the Office of Mental
Retardation, Department of Public Welfare, The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Copyright@ 1978 by Peter S. Houts, Robert A. Scott, Patricia L. Quann and
Daphne G. Lucas.

I.
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2 Developing and Monitoring
Individualized Written Program Plans

A Recommended Process for Developing IWPP's

This process is suggested for use in developing the first IWPP's 30 days after entering the
program, and for use when major revisions must be made in a client's program.

As stated in the introduction to the Model IWPP (pg. IV), developing the entire plan during the
staff meeting "may prove to be a burdensome and time-consuming process." if all staff are present for a
complete discussion of the client's needs, selection of needs and development of plans, a great deal of
staff time will be tied up in this process. However, it is possible to assemble and review.a great deal of
information about a client and to do some initial planning befogethe staff meeting. It is also possible to
develop the final IWPP, Including methods and materials, after the staff meeting,The staff meeting itself
is then primarily used to prioritize goals.. Following is a description of a process in which much of the
development of a IWPP occurs before or after the staff meeting, and, therefore provides for a relatively
efficient use of staff time.

Step I. t Review of I Client's Overall Goals
. ,

p ,
Each client shoulQave an overall goa (usually covering a 1-3 year time frame for long term

clients or the rojected Or& of placement for clients who are in training for competitive employment)
which establis es a general direction for the development of all the client's Program goals. The overall
goal is defin in lhe model IWPP as a "long term vocational goal. It may be expressed in terms of
competitive employment outside of the facility or the next higher level of rehabilitation program within-
the facility."

The referring agenci (for example the BSU's MA specialist and/or the CLA case-manager)
. .

should have developed a series of overall or long term goals for the client. Therefore, it is suggested that
-the initial-step in developing the client's IWPP be to meet with the referring agency and -review the
agencies' expectations for the client in terms of your program. This could be accomplished at the intake
interview prior to entrance into the program. t

The critical areas to be reviewed at that meeting are:
1. The relevant client information available (see Model IWPP Checklist on pg. 1).
2. What specific overall or long term goals are your program's area of responsibility.
3. What other agencies will be working on with the client and their goals for the client.
4. What other persons (such-as parents, friends or residential counselors) should be involved

in developing the client's plan.
The basic -objective of this meeting is to insure that you have a clear -understanding of the

'referring agencies' expectations and that you. reach an agreement oh the client's overall goals. (The
overall goal should also be reviewed with and agreed to by the client.) This meeting should also provide
you with some basic assessment of the client's skills and othelt relevant information.

This meeting can be the responsibility of administrative staff (e.g. rehabilitation/program
director) or the client's program manager.



Step II.: Pm-Sta ftl ng information Gathering and Planning

it is recommended. that the relevant uhent information disc,uased in thu mudul IWPI), tu
developed and reviewed by members of the IWPP staff prior to the actual meeting. These staff members

should also review any information provided by tha referring agency; prirticularly the referring agenclbs'
long term or overall goals. A program statf member (or members) should be assigned to meet with the
client and with staff working directly with the client to develop an initial strength list as well as suggested

areas for program goals.

sar

Stop A: IWPP Staff Mooting

As a result of the interviews in Stepil,, staff will have already been involved in developing the
client's program. Therefore, the time required to summarize the background information need not be
long. Time can therefore be focused on th selection of program goals for the client.

It is recommended that, first, overall goals and the client's strength list be briefly reviewed and
refined If nocesbary. The clientor his advocate should be ask$ if thep have any additions or changes
they wish to recommend. Discussion should then focus ah selecting and prioritizing the behaviors or
needs which Will be worked on to achieve the overall goal. Selection and prioritizing should be a group
process with all staff who are involved with the clierit participating as well as the client and/or advocate.

. Next, appropriate staff person(s) should be assitmed the responsibility of writing - up the IWPP
goal sheet. A decision dan aisb be made whethr theentire statf wishes to review the IWPP goal sheets or
wheth* they ahouid be reviewed only by the program manager and the client. Finally, a date should be

set for when the plan should be written.
Following is a chart of this process and a delineation of individual responsibilities.

S.
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DEVELOPING INITIAL I.W.P.P. FLOW CHART

, Pmfileeting
,

AN L

Writing Of Plasv
(after the meMing) Follow-Up

.
,

Rehabilitation
Director

or
Program
Manager

.*
a

,

1. Assign person to meet
with referring agency
on client's overall
goals.

2, Assign person(s) to in-
terview client and staff
and assemble tentative
S/N list,

3..Set meeting date.

1, Lead meeting
a. keep on time
b. Insure everyone

participates.

2. Make assignments to
write and carry opt .

plans.

3. Keep records of deci-
sions and respon-
sibilities.

-

,

1. Check to be sure that
plans are written.

2. After plans are written,
review plans for corn-
pleteness, clarity,
client involvement, etc.

.

1. Keep records of who is.
responsible for each
goal. -'

2. Give continuous posi-
tive recognition for
effort on plans.

3. Convene periodic re-
views of progress.

4. Write progress sum-
merles for each IWPP
review.

.

laroaiNein

Including
Produotion

Staff .

.

1. Review background
client information. .

2. Participate with, other
staff aseigned in pre-
paring InitialS/N list.
a.contact otherneces-,

sary people i.e. parent,
other programi serving
client etc. .

-

'
1. Review relevant back-

ground information,

2. Revie* initial strength/
need list.

3. Help refine S/N list.

4. Participate in sElection
of prograrn goals.

S. Accept assigned re-
. sponsibilities 4o write

lind/or carry out plans.

1

%

-4

1. Develop plans with
client and with other
staff working with
client.

.

1. Carry out respon-
sibilities as stated in
plan.

2. Adjust plan when re-
quired.

3. Record performance of
client's progress. ,

.

.

.

.

,

-

Client

44
-

.

.

1. Participate in develop-
ment of S/N list with
both program and pro-
duction staff.

..

.

.

.

,

1. Participate in refine-
. ment of S/N list.

2. Participate In selction
of program goals (if
represented by advo-
cite, gokls must beton-
tative until client ap-
proves).

3. Agree to accept re-
sponsibilitiesin plan. .

i

1. II the client was not at
meeting, approve or
disapprove goals. I

2. Participate in develop-
ment of plans. ,

1. Carry out respon-
sibilities In plan. °-, ".

r

2. Participate ,in adjust.
ment.of plan if neces-
eery.

3. Participate in IWPP re-
view meetings.

.

.



SUGGESTIONS FOR PRIORITIZING PROGRAM GOALS

Prioritizing needs can be a difficult process when the client has many,
interrelated needs. This task becomes more manageable when the long term'or overall
goals are set first. Then specific needs can be examined in terms of their contribution to
achieving overall goals. Availability of resources to work on a goal should also be
considered as well as dealing with crigls situatiOns which intdrfere with work on
positive, long term golds. On the following pages is a discusiion of these criteria and
how they can be applied in priortizing client needs.

.

QUESTIONS TO ASK IN PRIORITIZING
CLIENT NEEDS

1) Will fulfilling this need cOiltribute te achieving the overall client goals?
a) Is there a direct relationship between this goal and the client's overall goal?
b) Is fulfilling this need a pre-requisite for goals which contribute directly to the

overall client goal?

2) Are staff and resources available and committable to working on this need?

3) Will meeting this need resolve a crisis Which will allow the client to resume work on
positive goals? These include:.
a) Personal crises Where the client need& special help to regain stability (being

arrested4rily crises, psychotic episode, etc.)
b) Behaviors which, if continued, threaten cdntinuance in a program necessary for

ach4ving overall goals.
erReffiviors which threaten the safety of the client, othit clients or6staff.

Let's talk about these ideas some more

Irr

IS THERE A DIRECT RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THIS GOAL AND
THE CLIENT'S OVERALL.GOAL?

This should be the main criterion for selection of needs. There should be a
clear, logical relationship between most needs and the overall goals. Furthermore, it
shOuld be possible to judge, after_ looking. at an overall goalt which program goals
should be underway.

tl 46
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EXAMPLE

Catherine is a client In a sheltered workshop and her overall goal is placement in competitive
employment. The staff .felt that, if she accomplished three short term (program) goals, she couki be
placed.

They were:
1) A production rate equal to the rate in competitive employment.
2) Satisfactory job interview skills.
3) Reports to Work on time for 20 consecutive work days.

Each of thsee,goals has a direct, obvious relationship to the overall goal of achieving competi-
tive employment.

\ IS FULFILLING MIS NEED' A PliE-REQUISITE FOR GOALS WHICH
CONTRIBUTE DIRECTLY TO THE OVERALL CLIENT GOAL?

Sdme needs do not directly contribute to the overall goal, but are pre.:
requisites for other goals which dp conttibute directly. Therefore, the pre-requisite
goals must ge worked on even though they may not appear, at first, to relate to the
overall goal.

EXAMPLE

John is a 'client in a sheltered workshop. Both John and the staff feel that he is ready for
placement in competitive employment. HoweVer, John's mother is opposed, Wing/that John cannot
take care of. himself. The staff and John therefore set!" short term {program) goal *John to take his
mother4o several community activities, In order to shoW her how well he can do things on his own. It is
hoped that, when this goal is achieved, that his mother will agree to a Job placement. This goal was a
pre-requisite for the later goal of job placement.

. ARE STAFF AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE AND COMMITTABLE
TO WORKING ON THIS NEED?

Featribil(ty must always .be considered in selecting goals. However, it is
importapt not to start with feasibility. Instead, we should start with the Client's needs
and look for feaiible strategies to meet those needs. If our resources are limited, there
are three options:

. 1) utilizing existing resources in 'creative, innovative ways

2). making 'goals smaller to make that initial steps feasible
f .

-3) deferring work on a goal until resources are available. \
f

,t The above three options should be considered in that inder.
frOrn #1 to #2 only, after poosibilitia in #1 are exhausted. We should
#3 only after possibilities in #2 are exhausted.

. .

ii#411P.1+
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EXAMPLE

BiH works at a sheltered workshop. He has been there tor esght weeks and staff arc hopeful that
III) can, ivnnInally, quelify for placnninnt in compolilivr$ tbmploym(nt Ilownvor 1111111,0 int nntly gotten
into trouble with the local police and staff were concerned that this would ruin his chances for obtaining
a regular Job. The social worker had learned that Bill's police problems stemmed from being involved
with a group of ,loughs" in the evening. The staff felt that it was very important to get Bill involved in an
organized leisure time program to keep him away from the "toughs". However, the sheltered workshop
had no such program and, because they were in an isolated rural area, there were nu other programs
where Bill could be referred. After much discussion, staff came up with several creative approaches.' 1)
They would give Bill work to do at home in the evening, 2) A volunteer would teach Bill to mow lawns so
that he cbuld look for evening work, 3) The social worker would contact Bill's parents and minister about
giving Bill some regular responsibility in church activities, 4) One of the employees Eit the sheltered
workshop had good relations with some of the "toughs" who were involved with Bill. He said that he
would use his influence to have them keep away from Bill. By starting with Bill's needs and then looking
for feasible strategies, the staff were able to be very creative in their approach to Bill's problems. If they
had started with what programs were available, they would have become discouraged and done nothing.

CRISIS MANAGEMENT.

Staff must respond to crises. If the client's behENior threatbns the safety of himseqor others, or if
problems occur which threaten work on overall goals, staff must act. However, it is ssential thalcrisis
management not destroy commitment to overall goals. The primary commitment of staff must be to
developing clientistrengths. Crisis management must be secondary to that.

There arg several strategies to insure that crisis imanagement does not displace positive
planning and, if possible, supports it.

1) There should be as much preparation and planning for "crisis" plans as for regular plans. The time
required to develop a thoughtful plan can help in providing perspective on a crisis. Furthermore,
consultation among all staff working with a client helps to insure that crisis plans a4re integrated into
other, positive plans with the client.

2) Crisis plans should have short target dates. This will insute frequent review for need and effectiveness.
3) Goals for crisis plans should be stated positively. That is, theilhbuld state what the client will do right,

rather than what he or she should stop doing that is wrong. Positively stated goals are important for
two reasons.
a) Positively stated goals help the client to understand that staff wish to help him or her. When the

goa) is stated positively, the client does not feel blamed or attacked. Furthermore, he or she feels
that the staff are trying to help him work toward a positive goal.

b) Positively stated goals help staff to develop creative strategies for working with the client. This is
because, when staff become preoccupied with what the client has done wrong, it leads them to
remember other things that the client has done wrong and reasons why "nothing hasworked." As a
result, staff frequently feel they are at an impasse when focussing on negaiive behaviot Instructing
staff to focus on what they want the client to do instead of the problem behavior, helps them to see

the situation from a new perspective and helps them to see how they can use rewards to develop

positiie alternatives to the problem behaviors.

4) Crisis plans should make maximum use of client strengths. By utilizing what the client can do wdll, by
including the client's likes and prefetrences and by utilizing the client's resources such as family and,
friends, crisis plans are more likely to be positive growth experiehcaglor the client. The more support
that is included imthe plan, the greater the chances of the plan succeeding. Furthermore, the more
strengths that are utilized,the greater the chance that crisis plans will tecome interrelated with other
poiltive client programs whiah utilize strengths.

A 'more detailed desóription of strategies for dealing with problem behaviors see Houts and
Scott 'Goa/ Planning with Developmentally Disabled Persons, as well as pages 76-109 of this workbOok.
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EXAMPLE
Charles is a client who is profoundly retarded and also emotionally distur bed. He has been a

client in a wvrk activffles comer for J yQiit. Fie is 0,,nsiderod to no Omit of 1111! most difficult clionts Ito
becomes quite violent on occasions' and will start throwing objects, kicking and screaming. These
outbursts usually occur when his work assignment is changed, or when there is any change in his daily
routine. Recently his assignment was changed and during his outburwt, a floor supervisor was seriously
injured. Charles had pushed her, and she hit the work table injuring tiler spine. Her injury may require
surgery to correct. Staff were quite upset about this incident and felt strongly that some action must be
taken to control Charles' aggressive outbursts. MissJenkins, Charles prolliam manager, was asked to
convene a meeting to deal with this crisis.

Miss Jenkinehad been Charles' prodram manager for the last year, Before this she had been his
work supervisor. Charles has a good 'relationship with Miss Jenkins and t he had been successful in
persuading him to accpt changet in work without emotional outbursts. She feitthey were beginning to
make some progress in teaching Charles basic skills and did not want this crisis, severe as it was, to
destroy the progress they had made. Their overall goal for Charles was Long Term Sheltered Employ-
Ment. ON, of the goals staff are working on With Charles is to "accept change without becoming violent."
The present method being used is that when these outbursts occur Charles is sent home and not allowed
to return to the center for several days. Miss Jenkins wanted to continire working toward this goal but to
change the method to use her relationship with Charles ahd beoome directly involved in the work floor
dilly. The following steps were involved in developing a plan to deal with thiS crisis.

STEP COMMENT

1. MJss Jenkins set a meeting for 1 week 'after

the incident.

2. Miss Jenkins interviewed all involved staff
before the meeting to obtain their perspec-
tive and ideas.

3. When the meeting began Miss Jenkins re-
viewed the positive plans already underway
with Charles. She also reviewed his strength
list, pointing to a number of strengths which
could be used in dealing with this problem.

4. Miss Jenkins defined the first group task as'
establishing the positive behaviors they
wished from Charles which would result in
minimizing the chances of a similar incident
in the future.

5. The group came to the conclusn3n that
Charles' aggression toward the floor super-
visor wis probably due to frustratioh. They
also felt that the plans already in place to
help him learn how to accept change with-
out violence was the beat goal to prevent
future Incidents.

6. It was decided to continue the present plan
to send Charles home if he had an outburst,
but to add to the plan that he ,hould go to
Miss Jenkins whenever he felt angry. This
would utilize her relationship wtth Charles
and woUld give him a positive alternative to
exploding emotionally.

7

By setting a definite date, staff felt something
was being done. By putting the date a week
away, thereiwas timi to develop a full uhder-
-standing ofithe situation and to allow feelings
to subside.

Staff felt involved in the program development.
In a 1 to 1 interview Miss Jenkins could explain
her interest in maintaining Charles' positive
'programs. She could also obtain a wide range
of options from the people who knew Charles
best.

She fodused attention on Charles' broad needs
first to insure that the crisis was seen in
context.

By having the staff focus on developing pc41-
live behaviors she kept them away from puni-
tive, negative approaches.

The crisis problem was seen in the context of
Charles' broader needs and of plans already
underway with him.

The result was even more support forpositive
plans rather than competition or interference
with those plans.



Suggestions for Writing Progress Notes

Arl pltlyrttY,110t11!,r,tem e, important for both offer tlyt' t !writ progr,lmming well

meeting documentation requirements. By having regular progress notes new staff can quickly pick up on
client programs when there are absences or when staff leave. Progress notes can also serve as ways for,
staff and clients to receive recognition for what they are accomplishing. By putting down, regularly, what
has been achieved in a period of time, clients and staff have something tangible to (lemonstrate their
accomplishments.

TWo- Types of Progress notes

1) On-going record. Performance notes are frequently keet as a continuous record of progress.
NotatIons can be made at any time, frequently as often as daily. Charts for checking off daily
performance as.well as narrative notes are 'used in this type of progress note. This type of note should
be located with the staff carrying out the plan. Frequently they are kept on the back of the goal plan (as
in the example forms in the Pennsylvania Model forms).

2) Notes from periodic reviws. Regulations require that, at certain intervals which vary with the type of
program, the client's program will be reviewed by, either the interdisciplinary team or the program
manager. At the time of these reviews, a general statement about the client should be entered intothe
record. This statement should include a summary of progress on each goal as well as general
statements about the client's condition. These notes are usually kept by the case manager in a cenRal
file for each client. Space for this type of note is provided on the back of the cover sheet ih the
Pennsylvania model forms.

Strength/Need
Interview Guide

A Strength/Need list is an excellent way to summarize information needed in developing
individual client plans. The strength list includes the client's likes, important skills which he or,she has
and resources available to help in his or tier plans (e, g, interested family or friends.) The strength list is a
resource list for helping the client reach his or her goals.

The needs list is a list of possible goal areas. It inCludes areas where there are important deficits
as well as areas where strengths sho'uld be further developed. It is important that needs be stated
positively, that is, stating what the client should do, instead of what he or she should itop doing. Positive
phrasing of needs helps to establish a positive relationship with thAclient for dealing with problems (see
pp. 10 and 76 for further discussions of this issue).

An interview guide, such as the one on the following pages, can remind staff of the range of
4' )nformation which can be included in such lists. Furthermore, by having the questions written out,
tnexperienced staff or staff without formal training can collect much of the information required. These
questions are intended as a guide, to be adapted to the facility and to the client interviewed.

1. 8



USE OF STRENGTHS IN DEVELOPING PROGRAM PLANS

THE CLIENT SHOULD PARTICIPATE AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE IN EACH OF THESE STEPS:

1. List the client's strengths
(what he can do, what he likes
to do and others willing to help) and his
needs. State needs positively. That is,
say what the client will do instead of what
he won't do. Say "Robert speaks loudly
enough to be heard" instead of "stops
mumbling".

2. Choose a need which is important
to the client. This should be a need
where you feel you can make progress.

3. Now make a new list of approaches
you can use to help meet the need.
First, review each strength on the
list for ideas. Then jot down as
many things as you can think of.

4. Choose one approach that you
feel would be best. This may
be a combination of several
things on your list. Keep this
list in case you need to try
another approach later.

5. Write a program plan uting small
objectives, clear (behavioral)
language and target dates.

a
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EXAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR DEVELOPING A STRENGTH-NEED
LIST FOR DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED CLIENTS

FOLLOWING ARE EXAMPLE QUESTIONS WHICH YOU CAN ADAPT TO YOUR FACILITY AND TO THE

CLIENT YOU ARE INTERVIEWING, THE STRENGTH-NEED LIST CONSISTS OF INFORMATION
LEARNED FROM INTERVIEWING THE CLIENT, FROM STAFF OBSERVATION OF THE CLIENT, FROM

SOCIAL HISTORY DATA, FROM TEST RESULTS AND PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS.

STRENGTHS NEEDS

(What the client can do, what he likes to do and (State these positively what the client should
other people who are willing to help as a re- be doing.)
source In carrying out plans.)

. SPECIAL INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES

(Select questions from these lists which are appropriate for this client and add
questions which you.feel would be helpful.)

Questions fix client (If he can speak)

What do you lik to do? What Is fun for you to
do?

What do you like to do In the evenings or on
Saturdays?

Do you ilke any special orts or games or TV
programs? What do you like about them?

Do you like any of these things (suggestions
from staff who work with client)?

Questions for staff,,

From your obserVations 'of the client, what
does ho/she enjoy? When Is he/she happy?

What has the client told you that he/she likes to
do?

Questions for client (If he can speak)

Would you like to do (items from the strength
Het) more?

Is there something you always wanted to do?

Here are some things that you could do -(iiist
recreational activities at the facility or in the
community). Which would you like to do?

Questions for staff

When is the client happy? What does he ask to
do? What activities does he enjoy? (Ask as
meny people as possible who work with the
client.)

What activities do staff feel the client would
enjoy doing more?

(Seleet questions from these lists whiCh are appropriate for this client and add
questions which you feel would be helpful.)

(Continued on next pap)
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STRENGTHS NEEDS

for client (If he can speek)

Family And Friends

Quefens for the client (If ha can speak)

What do you like to do with your family?

How does your family help you? Who in your
family is especially helpful?

Who is your best friend? What do you like to do
with him/her?

Who likes you?

With whom do ydu like tb do (client's faVorite
activity)?

Questions for staff

Are any family members interesteli in the
client? To what extent are they invo ved with
the client? Would any family members help
with goal plans? ,

Who are ,the client's friends? Who likes the
client? Who does the ci)ent like to be with?

Which of his/her friends would help the client?

Who is a good irkence on the client?
Could the client benefit from sex education?

Who does the client like to work with? Does he/she need help in relating to'the oppo-
site sex?

Religion And values

Queetions for tho'client (If he can speak) *Notions for the client (If he can speak)

What would you like to do more often with your
family?

Would you like to get along better wilh some
people in your family? is there anything you
Would like to ,change in your family?

Would you like to have mor.e friends? With
whom would you like to be more friendly?

Would you like to share your interest in
(client's favorite activity) with someone? Who?

Questions for staff
-

What can be done to involve the family more in
the client's program? What could be done to
improve relations between the client and his
tam%

Does the client need friends? Which clients
would like to be more friendly with him/her?

Would the client be happier or work better if
he/she worked with certain other clients?

Do you go to church? Which' church? -Does
your church have recreation programs?

- Who at church has helped you? Whom do you
like there?

.

What makes you proud?

Whom would you like to be like? Why?

Queetions for staff

the client gb to church? is there anyOne
at church who helps with the client's program? ,

When is the client proud?

Whom does the client admire?

Dolou want to do more things at your church?
What things?

What would make you feel more proud?

Questions for staff

What could be done to make more use of the
client's church in his program?

What could be done to make the client more
proud?

(Select questions from these lists which are appropriate for this client and add
questions which you:feel would be heipfu .)

. V
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STRENGTHS NEEDS

Occupation And Education.
Questions for the client (if he Gen speak)

What jobs did you have? What did you do?

What were you good at on your job?
.

Whit kind of work do you like here?

How long did you go to school?

What did you like about school?

What were you good at In school?

Do you go to 'school now? What are
studying?

you

Questions for stall

Include data from clieiit's job and school re-
cords about his accomplishments.

Include dat from work skills testing.

What rk does the client enjoy?

What jobs is he good at?

Questions for tha client (if ha.cien speak)

What type of work would you like to do?

What kind of a Job would you like to get when
you leave here?

Do you want to go to school? What would you
like to study?

Here are some Jobs (list jobs that the client
would be able to perform). Which would you
like to do?

Here are some jobs that you could have when
you leavehere (list feasible occupations for the
client). Which would you like to have?

Questioneptor staff

Include data on educational and job skills
which the client lacks. (only, include areas
where this facility can reasonably hell) the
client to Improve.) This information should
come from past history, test scores and obser-
vations by work supervisors.

Rogation To Staff.And Program

Qt*Netions for client (0 he oin speak) Questions for client (if he can spook)

What do you like about this place?

Which staff do you especially like here?

,Which staff have been most helpful to you?

Questions for staff

Which staff get the best response from the
dlient?

What are the most effective wayt to work with
this client?.

Whatchn staff (or name particular Staff) do tO

help you more?

is there anything that you cro not like about this
place?

Questions for staff

What could staff do to get a better response .

from this client?

What programs would this client especially
benefit from?

Could the client's family or other outside per7
sons help more in supporting this prOgram?

(Select queitiona from these lists whtch are sipropOate for this client and add
questions whidh you-feel would be heiFfuh)

(0ohtintied on nut page) 111
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STRENGTHS NEEDS

Mental Status

Questions ibr anent (if he oekepeek) Questions for client (If hrcan speak)

When do you feel gooa? What makes you feel What can staff do to help you feel mOre cheer-
happy and cheerful? ful and happy?

When are you in the best mood?

Chreetions for gaff

Include results of psychological testing and
interviews which indicate the client's
psychological strengths.

When Is the client most happy? When is the
client most cooperative? When does the client
think most clearly?

Questions for staff
-

Include results from pyschological testing and
interviews which indicate areas where the
client needs to grow. (only include needs
where this facility can reasonably help the
client to improve).

Suggestions frowste who work with the
client about behaviors which the client needs
to control or change.

Physical Condition

Include results of physical examination and
health records which indicate areas of health
or physical strength for the client.

Include results of physical examination and
health records which indicate client need. This
should include, health problems that staff
should be aware of as well as medications and
other prescribed treatm-ent.

Other

This category Is for observations and questions which do not fit Into the other
categories.

I.
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Suggestions For Streamlining Paperwork

Several different areas in the manual focus on efficient implementation of I.W.P.P. (see

pages 2-4, 12, 58-59). In addition to these ideas, we suggest the following ways of reducing paperwork.

1. Don't write something twice if you can copy it: use carbons, zerox, etc.

2. Keep copies of plans to use as models or for ideas on how to develop methods.

3. Try to write in the progress performance notes only for those things which reflect progress on
the client's plan.

4. If you're using a daily check sheet for client progress, ask whether the client could be
responsible for checking off his accomplishments rather than staff. Staff can resiopnd to
client initiative more easily than they can initiate actions toward clients.

5. Abbreviate; use clear uncomplicated language.

6. Use a "tickler file" (where Items are filed by the date they are to be reviewed) to remind you of
review dates. Since the requirements for review differ depending on a client's program
assignment, a tickler file system can reduce the confusion and difficulty in keeping track of
review dates. A simple card index file with the client's name and review date, arranged
chronologically, will allow you to be ere you meet each neceseary review.

7. Usithe telephone to make contacts with parents,and other agen-Eles on the client plan. Then
note the contact briefly in client's progress note.

8. Don't keep records of things you don't need. AlWays ask why you are keeping the information,
and whether you really need it.

Writing Clear, Behavioral Goals and Objectives

It is essential, if the client and other staff are to understand our plans, that we be clear and
specific in stating our goals. One of the best ways to be sure our language is clear is to pretend you were a
new staff person who is reading the goals for the first time. Ask yourself, "Would I know when this goal
was achieved? If the answer is "no," ask yourself, ':What would the client be doing that would show me
that the goal has been reached?"

On the following pages is a discasion of some common questions asked about writing goals as
well as examples of vague goals re-stated in behaVioral terms. On page 2718 a list of theNague terms that

commonly oct in records afi well as examples of hoW they can be re-stated clearly. This is often a good
exercise in tralnl staff: to select vague termsirom their records and have them practice re-stating them
in behavioral te

The follow material on writing behavioral objectives is taken from the training manual Goal

/ Planning with De el4n.ntailj Disabled Persons by Hoots and Scott. Other training materials on this
topic includb: Mager, IF., Preparing instructional Objectives, Belmont, California: Fearon, 1961, and
Parham, J. Individual Pragram Planning with the Developmentally Disabled Research and Trainirig
Center In Mental Retardatiok Texas Tech. University, 1976.

14
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THERE ARE LOTS OF WAYS TO WRITE
GOALS WHICH ONE IS BEST?

THE BEST WAY IS THE CLEAREST.
LET ME SHOW YOU SOME GOALS
THAT ARE NOT CLEAR.

15
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Robed should control his
BUT, "ACTING OUT" COULD MEAN
A LOT OF DIFFERENT THINGS. WHAT
DOES IT MEAN FOR ROBERT?

WELL, THAT'S BEAUTIFULLY CLEAR.
WHY NOT JUST SAY THAT?

YES! THEN EVERYONE WILL KNOW
WHAT YOU MEAN.4111Ms,1

0

acting out"

Of-I, THAT'S EASY. INSTEAD OF ALWAYS
FIGHTING WITH HARRY AT THE WORKSHOP,
ROBERT SHOULD WORK COOPERATIVELY
WITH HIM.

OH, I SEE. JUST SAY WHAT HE WILL
DO WHEN HE CONTROLS HIS "ACTING
OUT."

.16
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"Robert should develop
an awareness of his

potential"THAT'S A "FEELING" GOAL, SO YOU
CAN'T DESCRIBE ROBERT'S BEHAVIOR.

YOU MEAN SOMETHING LIKE, "HE
WILL LEARN TO TIE HIS SHOE LACES
OR FINISH A BIRDHCAJSE IN
WOODSHOP."?

WHY NOT? JUST SAY WHAT ROBERT
WILL DO WHEN HE DEVELOPS THIS
AWARENESS.

THAT'S RIGHT. JUST GIVE SOME
EXAMPLES OF HOW HE MIGHT ACT
WHEN atIE HAS THIS "AWARENESS".
THEN gir HERS CAN ALWAYS SEE IF
HE HAS MADE PROGRESS.



"Take Robert to the
THAT S A CLEAR GOAL AND worksh every
IT DESCRIBES BEHAVIOR

THE PERSON WORKING WITH ROBERT.

OH, I GET IT. THE GOAL SHOULD BE
FOR WHAT ILL BE DOING.

. .

,

day"
BUT WHOSI BEHAVIOR?

THAT'S THE POINT! THAT GOAL
ISNOT FOR ROBERT.

).8

RIGH
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SO IT ALL BOILS DOWN TO ONE THINN
ME CLEAREST WAY 70 WRITE A GOAL_
I S TO ID ESCR i E3 WHAT THE CLIENT WILL BE

DOING WHEN THE GOAL I,ACH1EVED.

a

4



HERE ARE EXAMPLES OF HOW TO RE-STATE VAGUE GOALS
INTO CLEAR, BEHAVIORAL GOALS.

Vague Goals

1. SOCIALIZES LESS

2. RESPONDS ADEQUATELY

3. DRESSES APPROPRIATELY

4. DEVELOPS HIS pOTENTIAL

5. IMPROVES HIS PERSONAL HYGIENE

6. DISPLAYS APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR

7. BECOMES LESS DEI5ENDENT UPON
OTHER PEOPLE

8. ASSUMES MORE RESPONSIBILITY fOR
ATTENDING HIS PROGRAMS

9. SHOWS IMPROVEMENTS IN RELATION-
SHIPS WITH OTHER PEOPLE

10. DEVELOP EGO STRENGTH.

Clear Goals

1. Robert talks with his fellowiworkors about
non-work things only during breaks.

2. Robert answers questions In a voice that
can be heard by the questioner.

3. Robert rips his fly after going to the
bathroom.

4. Robert works at 1.41 the rats of competitive ,

employment.
4

5. Robert takes a bath twice.a week.

6. Robert shakes hands when introduced to
strangers instead of hugging them.

7. Robert gets new work when his supply has
run out. He does this without being told.

8. Robert comes to the workshop on time
every day without a member of his family
traveling with him.

9. Robert works cooperatively with other
workers with only one argument per day.

10. Robert refuses to do favors for other clienti
who order him around.

r!,

NOTE: ItEMEMBER TO STATE GOALS POSITIVELY. That is, saY "Robert will work cooperatively with his
CO-workers" instead of "Robert will stop fighting with his co-workers." This' can help us to thInk
positively when working With Robert. It will also show Robert that we areworking with him instead
.of against him.
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..... ........

Self Surveys: a recommended process for monitoring IWPP's and preparing for lIcensure

It is the responsibility of the service agency to insure that the I.W.P.P. process is a meaningful
one. No outside survey groups can monitor in sufficient depth and with sufficient frequency to know this.
It is therefore essential that each agency develop a method for insuring that client plans are meaningful'
and effective. This can be done through self-surveys by supervisory staff, or through a formal self-survey
committee. In either case, focus should be on the quality of plans as well as on filling out forms correctly.

The style, or manner in which these self-surveys are carried out can have important effects on
clients. When surveys are done In a positive, supportive manner, they reinforce staff's commitnlents tqr
achieving positive client goals. When they are done in a negative, punitive manner, they encourage a
defensive attitude on the part of front line staff and on "not doing anything wrong" rather than "doing the
beet job that one can."

Self surveys can serve another purpose as well: preparing for accreditation or licensing surveys.
There are several advantages to incorporating accreditation or licensing requirements into the self
survey: 1) staff are more likely to view the survey positively, i.e., as a way of helping them to meet these
external requirements, 2) meeting requirements can be a gradual process (add a few more IWPP's a
month) instead of a rush just prior to survey time. ay implementing the IWPP requirements 'gradually,
qualitif rather than quantity can be emphasized and the client will be the beneficiary.

Conduct Of Self-Surveys'

Solt-Survey Committee

Onemethockfrir implementing a monitoring system can be to develop a self-survey committee
within each agency. This committee can be composed of both program and production staff as well as
administrative staff and board members. Advantages of this approach are that Vont line staff can receive
recognition from top management and top management can learn from direct service staff what is being
accomplished with individual clients. Information about individual client programs can be especially
helpful to adminisfrators, allowing them to see the effects of programs on individual clients, rather thalik
aggregates and helping them to identify administrative actions which they can take to support respon-
siveness to unique Individuality of clients.

Sell-Survey by Supervisors

Some facilities have assigned self-survey responsibilities to supervisory staff. It is important that
upervisors monitor programs other than their own. This avoids "conflict of interest" pressures on the
reviewer. By reviewing programs other than their own, supervisors often learn how to better cooperate
with other parts of 'the agency as well as neW ideas which they can apply in their programs.

Stops in carrying out survey

On- the following pages is' a discussion of the steps involved in carrying out a self survey in a
..positIve, constructive manner as well as example forms for use in such a survey.



FIRST: Make expectations
clear in advance.
1 ) Announce, at a reasonable time in advance, when the review will

be done.

Explain exactly what will happen during the review. Give the staff
a copy of the forms you will use in writing up the review.

3) Answer any questions staff may have about the review procedure.

4) Agree on how many clients' programs can reasonably be ready
for review by the date chosen. This should be a mutual decision
between the reviewer and the staff being reviewed. This should
be a realistic goal which apows for quality as well as quantity.

Be on time and adhere closely to/the procedures that were
announced in advance.

0

SECOND: Randomly select
clients to be reviewed.

t.

1) At least two clients should be selected per unit and allow 30
minutes per client selected.

2) From the pool of clients that was agreed would be ready for
review, randomly select those clients you are gOing to review.

,

.3) In addition to those you have chosen, you should allow the staff
to select a client of whom.they are especially proud so theywill
have an opportunity to show some of their best work.

64
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THIRD: Review the clients'
records to understand their
backgrounds, what has been
accomplished to date and
what staff are trying to
accomplish.

In reviewing the records, the following questions should be asked:

a. Is the background data adequate? Requirements for background data will
vary from faci I ity to facility, but your concern should be in whether you have
enough information to judge the appropriateness of the goals chosen. A
strength-need Ijst is very helpful in making these judgments.

b. How many plans are there for each client? The numbiar of goals per client
will vary with each facility. In general, it is better to have fewer goals that are
being seriously carried out than many goals that are only superficially
attended to.

c. Is the language clear in the plans? Was behavioral language used in
describing the goals? Was client behavior in the goal section and staff
behavior in the method section? Were specific staff named as responsible
for each method?

d. Are there target dates for each goal? It is essential that there be a target date
for each goal being worked on now.

63 .
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FOURTH: Interview the
client and staff working
directly with him.
You should see first hand what is happening with the client. To do
this you need to see him, talk with him, and talk with the front line
staff who work with him on a day to day basis. In-this interview you
should determine:

1) Was the client maximally involved? Did he participate in choosing
goals, was.he given choice in the plans, were the plans explained
to him? If the client could not actively participate, did the staff
include his likes and wants in the plan?

2) Are the goals meahingful for the client? The staff working with
the client are in the best position to judge this. If you are
experienced in working with similar clients, you may have some
suggestions for them to consider. However, the final decision
is always up to the people working directly with the client.

3) Do the written plans accurately reflect the client's program?

FIFTH: Give the staff feed-
back on their program
emphasizing their positive
accomplish-- t
Always begin feedback by reviewiN-what is good abbut their. program.
This should be part of the written report. It should be clear that a large
percentage of what is being done is being done well. If possible,.
staff should feel that the review was a chance for them to show off
OW good work they are doing with clients. We find it helpful to make
up a staff strength-need list just as we do w4h 'clients.

. '
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SIXTH: Arrive at a consensus
with the staff on any
improvements to be made and
when they wilk be made.

It is important that proposed changes be accepted by both the staff and the
reviewer. Together, you should agrOe On a series of feasible target 'dates for
accomplishing these changes. The staff being reviewed should have the oppor-
tunity to put their views on the evaluation form.

If only part of the client's have completed IWPP's, you and the stafj should also
agree on reasonable target dates for increasing the number of clients with IWPP's.

SEV H: Be sure that staff
are clear on all aspects of the
review and on what will be
done with the review.

. #

All writing should be completed before leaving the area. A copy of he
report should be left with the staff. Be sure that all their questions / #

are answered and be sure they understand what will happen following
the review. If possible, the next review date should be set before
leaving.

25 4
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Dear

SAMPLE LETTER EXPLAINING PURPOSE OF SELF-SURVEY

"T

There will tie a review of LW.P.P. in your area on (date). The revieWers (nameor names) will be at

your location at (time). As agreed previously (number) of your clients' pions will tot available for review at

that time.

This review Is primarily aimed at recognizing your staff's positiveaccomplishments with clients.
The reviewers will want to interview several of your clients who have I.W.P.P.'s They will also want to talk

to the staff working directly with those clients7The reviewers will want to look at the records you have fdr
those clients to obtain background and to be sure that you are recording programs to sl)ow-your
achievements. Clients will be chosen randomly fot review. In addition, you can designate one client to be

included in the review.

Your staff will have an oeportunity to expresis their views about the I.W.P.P.'s and these will be
recorded as part of the review. At the end of the review you and the reviewer wiil jointly agree on any goals

to improve or expand the I.W.P.P.

Copies of the procedures and forms to be used in this review are snitched. It you have any
questions About the reView, plesse contact me at (telephone number).

Enclosures (2)
Unit RdView Form
individualized Client Review Form.

4%o

Sincerely,

I.



A

CLIENT PROGRAM REVIEW FORM"
(To be filled out for each client reviewed)

PROGRAM

TE:

VIEWER'

4LIENT'S NAME:

STAFF INVOLVED IN CLIENT PLANS.
(circle names interviewed)

1. Saahgtoupd.Data
, is background data and relevant client information,jitcluding strengths adequate to understand the

'client's psogram? This should include social, vocational, educational, medical and psychological
data.

Comments;

2. Staffing Suatmary
Was the initial IWPP completed within 30 work days of the client's admission
into the facility?

b. Is there a program waignment? (Evaluation, Work Adjustment Training, Work
Activities.Center, Regular Work Program, Occupational Training)

C. Has a program manager. been identified?.
,

d. Is there an overall vocational goal? (e.g. competitive employment, occupation-
al traininge higher level rehabilitation programming (specify))

e. Is there an imPlementor assigned for each program goal?

f. le there a roster of participants who attended the initiai IWPP staffing with
their signatures and titles?

g. Was the client's referring agency invited or involyed in the initial indi-
vidualized Written Program Plan staffing and did they establish or approve the
overall goal?

h. Has the client signed the IWPP cover sheet? .

I. Wss th e client's parent, legal guardian and/6r advocafe invited or involved In
the Initial staffing for the development of his individtialized Written Plan?

Comments:

'WES_ NO_

YES NO_
YES_ NO_

YES_

YES NO_

YES_ NO_

YES_ NO_

YES_ NO_

yes NO_

l'hie form is baba on the 108 liamaingireqUireotents for Vocational Rehabilitation Facillas in Pennsylvania. By having the
asel-aurvey ask the same queetions as 40 licensing survey, two needs are met: monitorinito insure quality programming anq ,

"mitring for lioansure.

6 9
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Periodic Reviewe of-Client Program
a. Was prOgreS8 toward 1WPP goals summarized at appropriate times? (Quarter-

ly by program manager and semi annually by IWPP team for Regular Work
Program and Work Activities Center) (IWPP team every 30 days for occupa-
tional Training and Work Adjustment Training).

Comments:

b. Was the client involvempnt ih reviews documented?

Comments:

c. Does documentation exist that a written report of the results of the IWPP
review has been forwarded to the referral agency?

Comments:

d. Does docirmentation exist as to who participated In the review? All staff (and
others as applicable) who are involved in IWPP implementation and follow-
through should be in attendance at IWPP team reviews.

Comments:

4. Individual Mont Program-na
a. Are client behaviors (needs) specified for each gbal?

b. Is an individual client program plan completed and clearly filled out for each
program goal selected?

c. Are prograni goals stated in terms of client behavior? Could you know when
thrigoal is achieved?

d. Are the methods clearly stated and responsible staff (implementors) named?

e. Is there en overall goal stated for each prograrn plan?

,
f. Is the overall goal relevant to that individual client' program assignment?

.g. Do the 41 term (program),goals relate to the ov all goal?

h. Are there target dates for Objectives?

I. Are the prograrn goals sighed and dated 6y program Manager, implementor
and client (dr advocate)?

Comments:

-

28

YES NO__

YES___ NO_

YES_ NO_

YES_ NO_

YES_ NO_

.YES NO_.

YES NO

YES_ NO_

YES NO_
YES_140

YES NO
YES_ NO

YES_ NO_



5 Mont and Staff Intervlow
a. Was the client maximally involved? (Old he participate in choosing the goals, was he given choice

in the plans, were the plans explained to him, was probress reviewed with him? lf,the client could
*not actively participate, did the staff include his likes and wants in the plan?)

Comments:

b. Were the steps (objectives) necessary to reach short term (program) goals spelled out and is there
evidence of progress toward the short term goals (performance notes)?

Comments:

c. Do you have any suggestions about the goals or methods for staff to consider?

B. Comments by s,taff working with client.

Signature"
Staff Member Reviewer



SELF-SURVEY
SUMMARY

(To summarize findings from reviws of client records)

PROGRAM AREA BEING REVIEWED.

DATE OF REVIEW: REVIEWERS

UNIT CENSUS:
Total number of clients in program area_ Number of clients with complete IWPP's

STAFF STRENWHS
(What was done right and what was done

especially well)

STAFF NEEDS
(State needs positivelywhatstaff could

do to Improve IWPP planning)

Next.review date'

Unit goals for next review:

Number otollents expected to have complete IWPP's by next review

COMMENTS ON REVIEW BY PROGRAM AREA STAFF:

Signatures.
Unit Stiff Membor



3 Strategies For: Involving The Client As Well As

Involving-The Parents And Relatives

Strategies for Involving the Client

The critical point to remember is that the plan belongs to the client and It must In the end reflect
that indlvidual's own goals and wishes for himself. In developing a plan there are three basic questions
you need tck ask to insure that the plan is meaningful to the client.

I. Who benefits?
le it staff, relatives, the public or is it the client who benefits?

2. Does it reflect the clienrs own stated or observed choices, wishes, desires and likes?
At one level a client can tell you exactly what heor she wants, at another level you may only be
able to observe that the olient4,r example; "likes sun light," "likes colors," "likes Mrs.
Smith." Consideration of the ci nt's own likes and preferences can help to make the client
more interested in the plan anc more importantly, can insure that the plan is meaningful for
the client.

3. Does the client understand and agree with the plan.?
The client must agree to the goal. Without this agreement, the plan is not likely to be
successful or you may find yourself using punishment strategies to make it work. Understand-
ing and agreement can also be indicated by use of the client's indentified likes and
preferences.

-

Should the client be present at staffing?
Staff meetings may not be the best place to insure maximum client participation in developing

the plan. Only a very articulate, strong client will feel comfortable discussing his program with a large
group of people. In many cases, it may be best to have a staff person sit down with the client before the
meeting to go over the client's S/N List with him to identify areas that are important to.the client sot list
some suggested goals. If tentative goals are to be developed before the meeting by staff these tefititive
goals should be discussed directly with the client in terms ofA his wishes, choices and beeires. This
information can then be brought to the meeting. The client can also be at the meeting, or the final goals
can be approved by him or her after the meeting. This process not only reduces meeting time but also
helps to insure meaningful client input. If the client is not present at the staffing, an explanation should
be written in the IWPP to show that this issue was considered and to explain how the client was involved.

Tiohnigues to help involve clients.

a) Have a person who knows the client and whom the client trusts explain the staffing to-the
client beforethe meeting. If the client is present at the staffing this person shouldslt with him
or her.

b) if the client is present at the staffing, here are several techniques to help make thisa positive,
meaningful experience.

I) Encourage staff to speak directly to the client when talking about him/her. This should
include looking the client in the eye and using his/her name as they speak.

2) Have the client present only when his/her presence is linportant. Avoid having the clientan
through irrelevant discussions or for longer than his or her attention span allows.

3) Discuss material which would be embarrassing or upsetting to the client before he/she
Joins the group. Sometimes it is better for the client to be present during these presenta-
tions, so a judgment will have to be made for each case.

151Start with a discussion of what the client has accomplished and what he/she does well.
This initial focus on the positiVe will relax the client and show that you are working with
him/her.

5) When InteivieWing the client, start wth what he/she likes about their program. This is
usually easy for the clients to answer and gives Isesi a chance to establish a positive
relationship with the group.
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c) As a general rule try to involve the client more than you think he/she is capable This is for two

reasons.

1) Staff often have. a tendency to underestimate how much a client can participate in

planning their *grams. Therefore, you may be surprised at how much the client
understands and how much he/she can contribute.

2) By stretching the client to beconie involved, he/phe will gradually learn these skills end will

becotne more and more capat?le of meaningful involvement.

Ji

The Mont Speaks

Listen rehabilitation workers. Treat me as a person not as a diagnostic label, a typical client, or
as an object of service contract between your faellity and another community agency. As a person I fit no
preconceived mold. I come to you with my wniqee fears and hopes, uncertainties and convictions,
weaknesses and strengths.

I also come with unrealized potentials, potentials with fewer fixed limits than I am aware of or
that you should set for me until together we can more fully explore what I may become.

As a person, I ask that you talk with me, not at me or about me, and certainly not down to me.
Look me in the eye and show-that you know that I exist as a feeling, responding, and responsible person.

As a person, I may have some very important things to say about who I am and what I want to be.
So listen to my thoughts though they may be at times poorly formed and falteringly exprissed.

Indeed, I am a person in the making. Assist my rebirth dr my growth by showing me your
acceptaqce, 'regard, interest, and respect as a fellow human being. You know, you and I aremuch more
alike than we are different.

When you talk of my rehabilitation plan, it cannot be my plan if shared only with the helping
professionals or staff around me. Neither can it be mypien-if-l-have no say as to its goals and the means for
achieving them. Although.l may not be as wise and knowledgeable as you about rehabilitation methods
and resoirces, labbr market requirements, and the like; I may know sonie things you don't know and
should know.

know some things that I want, that turn.me on. I know howl feel about some of the procedures
and experiences that you plan so objectively and professionally for me. For you see you are talking hbout

, my life. %.

My lack of objectivity and what may appear to you at times as irrational responses arise from my
experience of this world as I see it and as I feel it. I'm sure that I must often frustrate y6u because I don't
always know, or accept what is "good for me." iut be patient.

If the plan we work out together brings me rewards and some degree of fulfillment, I will learn in
time what Is good for me. If I am allowed decisions which do not result In personal rewards and
satisfactions, that too may be goOd for me. Why? I may be more willing to reconsider or to explore other
options and plans rejected by me before, plans you perhaps wish I had accepted in the first place. Yet, if I
had followed them without acceptance, could they have succeeded?

Now, during my rehabilitation program if I am to learn from my successes and failures, I must
know specifically how egpceeded or failed when I did so. Do not keep me inthe dark on how I am doing.
When you give me feedbatik on my hits and my misses, I can travel more directly toward my rehabilitation
targets. When you tell me about rny miOses though, don't Just tell me what I did wrong. Tell or show me
how I can do it right next time. And let me know my progress toward rehabilitation goals for the
rehabilitation path often seems difficult and sometimes endless.

Rehabilitation workers, are my requests really so demanding or unrealistic? I only ask What I'm
sure that ydu would abk if our positions were reversed. So treat me as ypu woula want to be treated if you
wore the label "client." in doing so, "personhood" may replace 'clienthood." is not tIlat what
rehabilitation is all about?

CLIWNT INVOLVEMENT

Prom an address gpven by Susan H. Dorton, WA, M the Region X Rehabilitation Paollities Annual Convention, Portland, Omen
WW1.
Dr. Sidon is a wean who hammy' to hove Musoular Dystrophy.
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INVOLVING PARENTS AND RELATIVES

Parents, relatives and other persons close to the client are very *portant resources for client
development. It Is extremely Important to involve parents In the planning process as early as possible.
They are much more likely to be supportive if they have been consulted during the development ofthe
plan. Theyalsocancontributevaluableinformationfordevelopingtheplanaswellasgivingfeedbackon
progress in implementing the plan.

On the following pages are some suggested strategies for dealing with specific problems that
may arise in this area.

PARENTS REFlISE TO BECOME INVOLVED IN CLIENTS PROGRAMMING

PROBLEM:

SUGGESTIONS:

PARtNT
MEETING
TONNA T 810

"We have parents who won't come to meetings or even discqs their child's pro-
gram with us. What can we do?"

1).. Put yourself in the parents' shoes. Ask yourself "why should I become in-
volved in this program?" Talk with.parents and ask them what would mAkg
them want to become involved in-IWPP planning.

2) Effective parent involvement requires aggisessive efforts on your:. p-art. -Go

after them! Work at it! It is going to take work and you cannot expect
parents, who have had very little to do with agencies or been very little $
involved with their children's programs in the past, to suddenly change.

APersist, since the payoffs are considerable for your efforts!

3) Try to enlist the help,of othe i. parents in approaching your more reluctant
parents. Ask the more active parents to make telephofie calls or to meet
with the less active parents.

4) If possible, make your initial contact in,the parents' homes as they may
feel more comfortable in their own environment.

5) If the reluctant parents are from a particular ethnic group, then try to
have people from their ethnic group be the ones who approach them. Fre-

quently,-parents from minority ethnic groups feel unwelcome and uncertain .

in "majority group" programs. Do your best to ease the transition for them
by having people 'from their same backgrounds participate with them.

6) Start with very simple tasks where the parents can participate actively.
Give them a good deal of positive attention and support for their contri-
bution. You are trying to develop a whole new pattern of behavior and it'
will necessarily be slow, so be patient.



/) Give lots ot support and recognition hi the parents hir even a small input

on their part. Ihis will help them to ',OP that you want to help them. Have

lii t.r., t.. I JIUU perlJun I 111111 the I I MI 1 (.0111Pit 1 1 t lJ I h('in I () Hit II( I p,t I t rn

example, you can approach their religious leader or perhaps another member
of their family and a(sk them to support your efforts in apptoaching parents.

8) Be precise about what, you want parents to do. It is especially important in
the beginning that you 'Tell out in very clear term what their role is to

be, co that they do not feel uncertain about their contribution and co that

you can give them plenty of positive support for what they've accomplished.

9) Be. creative: post cards from their child, send completed projects home,
invitations to just observe, audio tapes, etc.

4-
PARENTS HOLDING CLIENT BACK

1

PROBLEM: "Parents are often more resistant to new goals than are clients. They frequently

hold the client back. What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS: I) Frequently parents must learn what their child can do and learn to have con-

fidence in their child's ability to do things on his own. Therefore,

beginning goals may be very small, actually less than the client is capable
of doing, in order to demonstrate to the parents what the client can do.

2) Parents should be involved in plans from the beginning. They should partic-
ipate in developing the strength/need list and they should participate in
selecting the goals. If you develop plans independent of the parents, it
should be no surprise when they balk because of not being included.

3) When you develop your plans, give the parents something meaningful to do in

the plan. Help them to make a contribution. In this way they can be di-

rectly involved in the IWPP process.

4) Use films and other materials to show pai'ents the'kinds of things that

clients, like their child, can learn to do.

5) Give the parents feedback on how their contribution to the IWPP plan con-

tributed to its success. Very frequently we neglect to give feedback to

parents and, not surprisingly, they become uninterested and discouraged.

34
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4 Maximizing Staff Cooperation
Developing Cooperation Between Production

And Rehabilitation Personnel

Lack of cooperation between production and rehabilitation staff is a common problem in
vocational rehabilitation facilities. The basic reason for this problem is not the people involved, but
rather the fact that the agency has multiple ahd otten conflicting goals. For example, a vocational
rehabilitation faci:ity must be committed to efficient production in order to provide realistic training for
clients, to provide wages for clients, and to provide income for the agency. The same facility must also be
committed to individualized rehabilitation programming in order to help the client deal emotionally with
his/her limitations and to scale demands down to his/her level of functioning. Inevitably, these two sets
of goals conflict since production cannot be maximally efficient when there are continuallyadjustments
to ihdividual client needs. Compromise, accommodation and sincere *fort to work together le the only
solution. Since the pressures of these conflicting goals is ever present, it takes continuous effort to
counteract them and the responsibility must be with the director since only he or she has the power to
direct both groups. it the groups are not working together, the director should be held accodhtable.

Assuming strong administrative support, there are a number of things which can be done, some

of which may be applicable in your setting.

Hiring

It is often helpful to hire staff who have experience in both aspects of vocational rehabilitation.
Hiring production staff who have both training In rehabilitation as well as experience in industry is often
effective. Similarly, rehabilitation staff may be sought who lhave production experience.

Hiring "quality" personnel (which includes an openi cooperative manner in working with others
as well as a high degree of professional or job expertise) is probably the most important thing an agency
can do to provide quality service. Paying higher wages for 1quality people increases both the earning
potential and the rehabilitation,potential of a facility. Therefore paying more money for good people will,
in the long run, pay for itself in increased earnings and service fees. In addition, cooperation between
production and rehabilitation staff will be easier to achieve with staff who are confident of their own
abilities and who have effectiVe interpersonal skills.

Firing

The power to fire is the ultimate management tool to insure an effective program and it must be
used with groat discretion. Nonetheless, cooperation between production and rehabilitation staff is so
critical for client growth that firing staff may be an appropriate tool under some circumstances. Staff
shoUld understand that this issue is of sufficient importance that firing of staff will be considered, if
necessary, to-Insure cooperation between the two groups.

Job Desorlplion

One of the best ways to clarify expecteptions is through Job descriptions. It should be explicitly
stated how each group is to work together (i.e. participate in joint staffings, carry out assignments from
staffings, etc.)

One way to increase understanding and commitment to job descriptions is through yearly
negotiations between supervisors and supervisees. Both the supervisor and supervise. should Indepen-
dently write what is expected of the supervise.. They shRuld also rank these duties in order of
importance. After they have completed their lists, they meet arid negotiate the final job description. (It is
Important to alio !naltida in these negotiations the supervisor's responsibilities in providing support and
resourcel to the supra/18es).

The negotiatell job descriptions should Include specific duties which will help production and
rehabilitation staff to understand the perspective of the other. Following are examples:

1) Production staff do periodic ratings of clients In terms of their rehabilitation goals.
2) Rehabilitation staff must spend a certain % of each day in the production area.
3) Production staff Must attend rehabilitation staffing. of thsir clients.
4) Rehabilitation staff must master all job tasks required of their clients.
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Agency Procedures

There are many way in which agency procedures and routines can bo structured to maximize
joint efforts between production and rehabilitation staff. Following are some examples.

1) No client plan can begin without signature of the client's work supervisor, his counselor and
the client him or herself.

2) At each staffing, there is time allotted to both rehabilitation and production staff to present
their observations and recommendations.

3) if possible, production and rehabilitation staff eat in the same sections of the cafeteria and
have lunch hours scheduled at overlapping times.

4) All client plans in the production area could be developed by production staff with rehabilita-
tion staff being available to offer suggestions or help as requested.

Rewards

It Is important to reward cooperation between these two groups. This can be done in a number of

ways. Following are some examples:
1) Merit bonuses should be possible for all staff and cooperation with other staff should be an

important element in these awards.
2) Awards for superior performance can be given to teamsconsisting of both rehabilitation and

production staff and not to single individuals.
3) Newspaper publicity can emphasize the role of production personnel in rehabilitation of

clients.
4) Promotion possibilities should be open to all staff. Thls is particularly important for produc-

tion staff who frequently feel that their options are limited. It should be clear that outstanding
performance, which includes cooperation with other staff, can lead to promotion. In the case

of production staff who lack credentials for rehabilitation jobs, the agency should consider
supporting them in any efforts they make to obtain more education.

Day to day attention from supervisory staff is an important type of reward for supporting
cooperative efforts among staff. Supervisors should consciously notice and commend staff for coopers-

:tive efforts on a regular basis.

Training

Too often attendance at outside conferences is allowed only for rehabilitation staff. Both groups
should share equally in these opportunities for stimulation. The following variation is also suggested:

1) Production staff be given administrative leave to attend rehabilitation conferences.
2) Rehabilitation staff be given administrative leave to attend conferences dealingwith produc-

tion problems.

compensation

All too often, production personnel are paid significantly lower than are rehabilitation person-
nel. This inequality can cause resentment on the part of production staff. By paying production staff
higher wages, more skilled staff can be recruited who can both earn more for the facility and who can
relate to rehabilitation staff more as equals.

Superviskon

in order to effectively monitor how production and rehabilitagon staff work together, it Is
essential that stpervisors become involved with individual cases. By simpling the case load, a
supervisor can become familiar with what is happening in individual cases ind therefore accurately
determine how the two groups work together. In some facilities, supervisors are expected to carry
case-load in order to maintain first hand contact with what is happening to clients. Involvement with
individual cities also allows the supervisor to model how case management Is done cooperatively and

allows him or her to give attention and support to joint efforts between rehabilitation and production
staff. Daily attention to positive accomplishments with clients can have a profound effect on staff
behavior; much greater than occasional reprimands when things aren't right.
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STAFF RESISTANCE TO NEW PROGRAMS

PROBLEM: "Our front-line staff have seen many programs come and go and so many of them
resist any new program." A$

SUGGESTIONS: I) Let staff know that it is natural and healthy to suspect new programs. They
should see what the IWPP can do before they accept it. Therefore, they
should give it a try (by going through the workshops) in order to judge it.

2) The best motivation for front-line staff to do IWPP's is positive recognition
from supervisors and pride in seeing clients change because of their-efforts.
Therefore, stress these 'advantages when working with front-line staff.

3) It is important that supervisors use IWPP's to encourage and support front-
line staff. As front-line staff experience positive recognition for their
work, you will see a growing commitment to IWPP's.

4) When working with resistant staff be sure that your goals for them are rea-
sonable and, at the same time, be firm in expecting them to do their work.
You may want to start with very small goals at firstand then gradually,
increase what is expected.

Focus, initially, on influential staff members. If they are sold, they can
influence others. Influential people are the informal leaders among staff
and can be located in all types of positions in the organization.

) Review job descriptions of your staff to determine whether preparing IWPP's
is within their responsibilities. If not, investigate altering the job
descriptions.

79
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STAFF RESISTANCE TO WRITING

PROBLEM: "Many front-line staff feel uncomfortable about writing. -How can we get the

IWPP's written and still maintain front-line staff participation?"

SUGGESTIONS: 1) Designate a secretary, volunteer or another staff person to write the IWPP.

Many people find it helpful to use a blackboard and to write the 1WPP out

in front of the group. Then front-line staff can copy from the blackboard.

A tape recorder may also be used if the plans are written after the meeting.

It should be understood that the front-line staff are primary in developing

the IWPP and that these devices are only for recording information.

2) Certain plans will be repeated frequently for a group of clients. For ex-

ample: Toileting, self medications, crossing streets, etc. These plans can

be reproduced or kept in a central "reference file." They can then be

changed to fit each client's special situation. It is important that the

individualized spirit of the IWPP be maintained and that these plans be ad-

justed to fit the client rather than visa versa.

3) Short-hand terminology whie is understood bi'all staff can be used. Terms

such as 'Shaping," or "graduated guidance" have precise meanings, but cover

a good deal of activity. Such terms can be used in the method section pro-

- vided all persons who.Use the plans understand the terms in the same way

and would know what they have to db with that client.

4) Some plans may be copied or reproduced from standardized training programs

which are avelable for many client need areas (e.g. behavior modification

programs, stbdardized dischargb planning programs, standardized. work skill

development programS, etc.). These programs often include steps with be-

havioral objectives and staff respgnsibilities spelled out. They can be

used as IWPP's provided the client is maximally involved, target or review

dates are set, particular staff Are listed as accountable And that full use

is made of the client's strengths (the sti;ength list is especially helOt'ul

in identifying meaningful reinforcers.)
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"WE DON'T HAVE ENOUGH TIME"

PROBLEM: "Our staff are so busy now that we can't possibly ask theth to write.IWPP's for
all of our clients too."

SUGGESTIONS: 1) 'tsou will never have enough-staff time to do everything you want to do with
clients. Ask yourself, how important is it to have individualized client
plans which ue the client's strengths and spell out who is accountable for
what? If these things are important, you can make time to at least begin
IWPP's.

2) Implementation of IWPP's should be gradual. Where-work loads are veny
heavy, IWPP's will have to be implemented slowly. It is important to set
reasonable goals for ourselves Tust as we do with our clients.

3) It is more work to set up a new program, than to maintain it. Therefore,
IWPP's will be more work ai first as pd ple learn the new routines. After
it is running smoothly, the extra work ill dro0 off.

4) At first NW's may seem to be more work than just responding to crises.
But it also helps to prevent crises and, in the long run, can save a great
deal of time and trouble.

5) As much as possible, give clients the responsibility of showing staff Alp
they have completed a planned activity. It takes less time for staff to
respond to clients than to seek them out.

) If several clients are working together on the same goal, it may be poisi-
ble to work with clients in groups.. However, be careful to maintain the
individualized quality of the IWPP's and to adjust the program to fit in-
dividuals rather than making individuals fit into a standardized group
program.

7) Clients or their families are often able and willing to write out the plans.
If you write out the first step, they can often complete the writing of the
plan.

8) Trained, community volunteers can often be of help in writing plans as well
as in carrying them out.

9) If standardized or reproduced plans are used, this can greatly reduce the
amount of staff time required to develop and write out plans. The staff
can use the standard plans as starting points to develop plans that fit .

each client's 'uniqufsituation.
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PHILOSOPHICAL OR THEORETICAL DISAGREEMENTS
WITH IWPP PLANNING

"NitslY THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE LGAD5 ME TO THINK....

a

PROBLEM: "There are some people at our facility who.are committed to a particular theo-

retical approach and they are continually raising philosophical Or theorefical

objections' to IWPP planning. How should I deal with them?"

SUGGESTION4 I) Avoid abstract, theoretical discussions since they can become tests of who

is the cleverest debater instead of what helps the client. Instead, ask

these people to try IWPP planning before they judge'it.

2) Always bring the discussion back to the particular needs of a particular

client. Does he need a job'or certain skills or a particular activity? If

you can agree on specific things that he needs, then IWPP plans are a4

obvious way to help him meet those needs:

3) Explain that IWPP planning has been used with all theciretical persuasions.

Any approach can be put in the method section provided clear language is

used. It is simply a way to be clear.and specific about.what we are doing

with clients.

4) The strength list is a way to focus On the positive aspects of the client.

All theoretical persuas.rons can see merit in this, so it is good to focus

on the.use of the strength list when explaining the program to these people.

4
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, STAFF RESISTANCE TO MEANINGFULLY INVOLVING
CLIENTS IN IWPP PLANNING

, .

Q

POBLW:
.7---;.1

-"SoMe of ouvw staff beTieve that clients should not be involved tn deVeloping
their plans. 'Aft& all,* they are handicapOed and it's our lob to help them.

, ,How Should.I deal with this?" 11
.

U /

gigESTIONS: ,I) Clients' have the legal and moral right to be igvolved.in developin9 their
cc, plansland this cannot be Gompromised. However;we Shoulti-also realize-that
". :for many staff this ls a new tdea and much of.theirnresistance comes be-

.

cause they do,not know how to do it and have not.eXperienced it. Therefore,'
4.

, lle will have tO work witWtheseStaff to help theM learn how Iv effect-h./e-1y..
,

1
,ifiVolve clients. Progress may 4 gradual Since this is a-new experience' .

. -

and we, should not expect toolmieh..tqo quickly. . -; - 1,

.., / 7

. 2) The best.way to teach fnvolving cffehts.is by "modeling" for the itaff how
.,

,

' to do tpis,and also through subportfVe guidahce and. supe'rvisicip.- ._
-. ...

-. c, 0). Cêrtain staff often feel comfortAble with certain clients. In this case
haiVe staff.choose_those clients for thefr first goal planntng. This will,'

.
. make it easier for them to_practice how to involve.the.client, in goal

_...., -planning. . . *.. 4 .

.4) emPhasize the clinfcal ltdvanta6es in;rolVing die Client,:. ile As. moret-commitr-
ted to woOking. on the plan; it,he develop hi's* sself-esteemand-ftalsct,
.iS ár excelleat.w4 for staftto 1 rn:momabout:the client and,whaf 15

.
, impor tnt to him. . .

i

,

b

"

"
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PLANNING WITH STANDARDIZED PROGRAMS

iQILJ :Dr. SS INCA
"TR NCI PROGRPstil
PRO ORikt4

I el. 'I
_Ny

gED 1SFLF
MAKiNG DIN&
PROGRAM PROGRAM;

;

I.

''.4110BLCM: "Can standardized or 'canned' programs be used with IWPP pianningr-
.

SUGGESTIONS:

-a

V

"

A

Yes with cauti4n! Many facilities use the same plans with several clients and-

some have even compiled set§ of' frequently used plans. There are also sets of

standardized plans which have been printed for wide distribution. Any of these

can be used as plans provided.that the basic elementsof the IWPP are retained:
involving,the client,.using his.strengths, spelling out steps with behavioral
objectives, staff responsibilitTes and target dates. The following procedures

are recommended tnusing standardtzed programs to insure that IWPP principles

are followed. ,

1). T first ste in ro rammin sh uld 66 to de'Veio, a c rehenslve i1t of

the.c ent s strengths an nee In comp ing tlese sts t sW

sources should be used: t &client (if possible), his (or her) family,
staff'who 4prk directly with the client, test results, rating scales and

records of past Performance. %

2) Selection of plans.should depend onclient needs rather than on the avail-
-

, ability of a particular standardized program.

3). The client should be maXiMally involved by participating as much as pas-
sible in choosing and individualizinOhe-olans,' by building choice into
the plans (i.e. choosing rewards or Choosing tools to use, et.,) by in-
cluding his likes and wants in the plan and by always'explaining the ,plan

to him.

4) Where.standartliwd-pldn's'are used, they should.be areful reviewed and

adlusted to firthe indTvidual-fleeds'of the cllenterathêrt':ej-ce versa.
This. maY reouire'cfianging or aking,steps or changing the Met Tqft-d In

the plan. , k

5
f.

Maximum,use should be ma e of the :client's §kills, his likes,and-outside

resources whtch can help. It is often'hel0Tul tip rpview the'Clfent's
strength:list inito use as many s.trengiht as possible in the plan:

The'plans should incluae sequces of bellltral objectives, with:clear
statements ofFstaff responsfbilities and arget dates (or, in the case Of'.

iffily.brganized programs, frequent revfevidates).

l
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STACF GROUPS WON'T WORK TOGETHER 40

PROBLEM: "Different staff'grotips or disciplines won't cooperate in IWPP planning. Each

orre wants to-protect its domain and won't cooperate with the other groups.

SUGGESTLOS: 1). Cooperation among staff is essential for effective IWPP planning. One of

the best,ways'to increase cooperation is-to focus on the client and his

needs rather than.on discipline "boundries" or group prerogatives. Always

ask staff to justify their proposals in terms.of how it mdll help a partic-

,
ular client rather,than.on their."authority" or "professional status," etc.

2) When-Staff meet to develop IWPP'plans, have the'leader of the meeting be
someone who has the respect of other staff groups end wha.has a good tom-,

mand of IWPP planning. .
,

3) Sone facilities have rotattd responsibility for leading IWPP planning

meetings. This way no one group is.favored,over-another. ,

4) For'a discuSsion of developing cooperation between productions ¶ld
personnel, see pages 35 and 36 of.this manual..

. 4
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COORDINATING DIFFERENT STAFF MEMBERS

PgOBLEM: is-Often dffitcult to communicate with ajl staff involved in IWPP's espe-
cially.when there are'other-shifts or disciRlines involved and if people are

in differentiocations:"
011

.SUGGESTIONS: 1) Have the client carry 0 copy of the plan to show to other staff who will be

involyed,. These staff'should have been oriented ahead of time to the pos-

. sibility of clients doing this. They should also understand that they can
make suggestions to change-the plans. This will avoid any feeltngs that
plans are-being forced on them.withoUt their participation. -

1

2) IWP's can be kept'ai a place where4a11 staff who work with a client _have
access to,theth and can record their comments-or additions.

3Y Copies of the plans could b# l;mailed"-to Other disciplines or locations
-that-work with'the oaient. Alailing is ren'ely enough by itself. It-is best

tb_foilloW up with phone calls.and personai vi-sits with staff who will be

. 1 4) In thelnethod section of the plan designate,someone as responsible-for com-
situnicating the plan to other, involved, parties...

5) -Sot AsIde some specific time for meeting with all stafforgeers

,

involvd-
WIth certain clients to review their goal plans4.

t
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EVALUACING PROGRAMS BY COUNTING NUMBER OF GOALS

ACCOMPLISHED, ETC. .

PROBLEM:

SUGGESTIONS:

4r

"Why not add up the number of teaining sessions or the number of goals accom-
plished as a way of checking on whether staff are working hard enough?4

I) This sort of counting should be done very cautiously, if at all, since it
can un4ermine the foundation of the IWPP process: the- cornmitment of front-

line staff to their cfients. The danger is that, when staff are judged by
numbers, they feel under pressure to produce numbers rather than meanirgful

client change. There are many devisetavailable tobstaff to meet this
pressure for numbers: working,ogskiNs.whicb the client already hat,
Setting very easy goals, perfUhetorfly going through some of the require-
ments of a step without the personalinvolvement that may be necessary to
make it effective, and many others so that it,isimpossible for admfnis-

trators to seaj up all-the holes.

2) Aggregate..data is very susceptible to misinterpretation by administrators .
not intimately familiar with a unit. For example; the "numerical .produc-
tivity"-Of one unit may be inappropriately compared with that of a different
unit: or staff may be inappropeiately judged as "befter" or "worse" de-

pending on thefr numerical output.- Such misinterpretation is not .

A inevitable, but it is always possible and continuous. vigilance-is.required
to aved it..',-The danger is greatest in.large organizations where adminis-
trators are not intimately:involved with-their front7l1ne staff.

3) Numerical data tempt staff to talk about programs and clienti i rms of

numbers whIch can only moi.re us away from normalization and mi19zation of

-human service:programs.

41 'An alternative approach to evaluation whtch avoiOs the problems of aggre-
gate numeical data is discussed in the section esh 'self-suHeys. These
surveys i0olve random.samplin4 of individual client plans with friLdepth.

, interviews withclienfr And staff. 'The emphasis in this rePiew is on

* clear expectations for staff, a focus on the client and his needs, looking
for behavioral evidence of client Orogress, and'on posjtive, supportive
attention to what staff have accomplished.. At the end of-the review,
redtonable goals are set to be achieved by the next review. ,These prate-

dures provide'rigorous accountab4iity,in terms'of whit is happening to
tlients andigtve persOnal recognition.,&,the accomplishments of front-L
line. s

9
taff Administrators and outside evaluators would receive copies

V.

Of these-iti-depthvokeviews of individual cases. A
. A .

, .

. ; ,
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5 Coordinating With The Client's

Referral/Sponsoring Agency

Coordination With The Client's Raterral/Sponsoring Agency

The case manager of
rethe referral/sponsoring agency will probably have a responsibility to

monitor the client's progress In your program and insure that the client is moving tOward his/her overall
goals. The realities are that many case managers, particularly at referral agencies, have extremely high
case loads and may not be able to provide continuous, monitoring.

It is recommended that service agencies take the initiative in niaintaining contact with the
referral/sponsorihg agency and provide information to that agency on the client's progress. In chapter I,

it was suggested that the first step in developing the Inflividualized Written Program Plan is to meet with
the referring agency case manager. This person should also be invited to participate in the client's
reviews and, that if he or she cannot attend, a short statement of the client's progress on Kis progiam
goals and any new objectives established for the client be provided to the case.manager.

Coordination with other Agencies serving the ritent .

The client's program manager should be aware of all other agencies Working with the client and
view them as potential support systems for Individualized Written Program Plans. It's particularly
important to be sure that all agencies working with the client agree on the client's overall or long term
goals. Further, different agencies can review each others' objectives and methods to insure that each
reinforce the other's program.

Following are some recommendations for Maximizing positive coordination between agentles:
z

tr I. Personalize your contacts
Seek out the individual moit responsible for working with the client in the other agency. Develop a
relationship that allows you to pick up a phone and call each other. Call when things are going well,
not just when there're crisis.

4
ll Invite other agency(s) to LWP.P. meting.

They may rtql be able to attend, but will appreciate knowing that the client's program is 13eing
reviewed. Thit gives them the opportunity %make input If they wish.

r
othlir agencies early In the planning process.

When you are p4paring for a 1.W.P.P. meetirig, paOcularly the initial meetIng,scontact the other
agencies working with the clieht and includ6 their observations In the client's original assessment.

46..,
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6 Strategies For Dealing With Problem Behaviors

STRATEGIES FOR APPROACHING PROBLEM BEHAVIORS

1. SEE THINGS FROM THE CLIENTS POINT OF VIEW

a) Learn as much as you can about the client.;; hackcirmind to help to unden,t(und why he ict:; x; he

does

b) Ask' the client "Why do you act that way?" and "How can.we help you stop?" It is surprising how often
we forget the simple step of asking the client directly about his behavior. Frequently the client will
give us reasonable and helpful answers.

c) Put yourself in the client's shoes arid think to yourself "What could I do or what could others do to
to 'help me control this behavior?"

d) Observe the client carefully and keep records. This is espqaily- kriportant with non-speaking client,.
It also helps to insure that we are not distorting what is happening.

GIVE PRIMARY ATTENTION TO DEVELOPING TRUST BETWEEN YOURSELF AND THE CLIENT

a) Use people, in the plan, whom the client likes and trusts

ei) In order to develop trust, your first goal may side-step the problem behaviors and just work on some-
thing important to the ctient.

c) If the client is new to a program, you may want to wait before starting Iivp planning in order to al-
low enough time ,to develop trust between staff and him/her..

3. STOP PROBLEM BEHAVIORS BEFORE THEY HAPPEN

a) ;reach the client alternate ways of dealing with problems. Use these strategies before things get out
. hand; while the'client and others can control their feelings_ jnd behaviors.

by Increase positive, comoeting behaviors. Ask "What does the client do when itp not a problem?" and
increase those behavilors,

c)- Pay attention to the client'' positive behaviors. Catch the client 'doing something right and rewaR
him for it,

4. USE SMALL GOALS WITH SMALL STEPS

a) At first the goals may haVe to be extremely small to insure success and to show the client that We can
work with him.

b) Review strategiet.you have used in the past and ask if they would have*.been successful if trf g9als
or steps had been smaller.

..5. ,BE-SURE EVERYONE IS CONSISTENT IN WORKINd WITH-THE CLIENT

a) Dwieloping new, positive' behaviors requires consistent support.frorn everyi:rme, in tie client's world. ta.
... % .

K ,

#(1. DON'T !AVE UP
'',. 0 .

4
,.....

. a) Chapge is \ofteer siO4 Tfirst especially w ngSTOtkng beh)liors. . .
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CLIENT BOTHERS OTHER CLIENTS AND WON'T LET THEM DO THEIR TASKS

PROBLEM: "We have several clients who are continually bothering other clients and inter-

fering with their work. What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS: 0 Give these clients assignments which are independent of other clients. This

may mean that they have to work alone or only with certain clients whom they

do not bother.
4111

2) If it appears that the client is doing this in order to gain attention and

recognition from.others, consider giving him some responsibility. In this

way, he can feel he is getting 'attention and at the same time, can be con-

tributing to the work rather than hindering it.

It is often helpful to keep these clients very active since they frequently

bother other clients only when there is nothing4else to do. By haVing more

active programs, they will become much less' 6f a problem to the group.

4) Encourage other elients to.ignore him when he is interrupting theirtworks

411,
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OTHER CLIENTS PROVOKE CLIEN 1 IN1O PHOBLEM BEHAVIORS

I.

O.

PROBLEM: "Other clientS will tease or agitate this client into being upset or engaging in
disruptive behaviors. It really isn't his fault since the others are goading
him into it. What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS: I) Minimize the time which this client spends with the other disruptive clients,
You can structure more individual activity for him and, when he is with the
other clients, you can structure their activities so that they are busy at
constructive tasks. /

2) Give him social recognition and support for wljatillipj'doing well. This will
help dffset the social pressures from othef clientsf:- As he becomes more
sure of his qwn worth, he will be less susceptible to influence from others.

3) Is there anything positive which this client could do with the other disrup-
tive clients? Can we structure activities so that, as a group, they are
rewarded for.their. positive behaviors rather than for thetr disruptive
behaviors.

4). Have, in reserve, some activitiegich will distract the client and the
others, who may bePinvolved in disruptive behavior. Examples would be a
quick snackl music, a group game, an announcement, etc. You can use these
distractinq activities early, before things get out of hand.

0

5) If the client does not want to be bothered by the disruptive clients, help
him develop some strategies to use when,they start to'bOther him. For ex-
ample, he could ask a particular staff person for help, ot he could practice
things he can say to the disruptive clients. You should have the client
practice these new behaviors so thatwke is.comfortable and capable of carry-

, ing them out. Then give him homework assignments where,he can gradually
learn to use them in real life sittuations.

4



CLIENT INITIATES FIGHTS

PROBLEM: "We have clients who will seek out fights with other clients. What can we do?" ,

SUGGESTIONS: 1) Find but if the client wants to control the fighting himself. Frequently 4-.

clients'do not want to fight, but find themselves drawn into it without

knowing what else to do. In this case, you can help the client by giving
him some alternative strategies for how to deal with le problem situation

(e.g., name calling). Help the client to control his 'emper early in the

sequence before it gets out of hand. 1

2) Find out when the fighting occurs. Keep objectivb recoNs for a period of

time so ,that you are sure of what is happening. Be careful not to just rely

on your memory since, particularly in situations such as these, memories

distort easily. When you know when the fights occur, then you can s, ucture

distracting or alternative activities at those times:
#.

3) It is important to have complete coopewation from all members of the staff,

other clients and the client's family. Everyone shOuld respond consistently

and in the same way to the fightin§ behavior. .

4) Reward the client for avoiding fighting. This maybe paired with negative

consequences for fighting. Develop some meaningful rewards for avoidtng

fights in those situations whieh previousy have settoff fighting behaMor.

5) Develop activities whioh will give him Orsitive attention for positivelbe-

haVior, especially in those circumstances where he has been fighting in the

past. Ifothe client tends to bully weaker or younger people, then it may be
possible to give him apposition of responsibility over the younger or
smaller clients. If he feels that he can be important.in a positive mty,

this often hellis to displace the fighting behavior. Be sure to provide

close supervision.at first with roles Clearly spelled out to insure that he

does not abuse his authority,

4
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CLIENT HESIS1ANCE 10 IHYING SOMEIHINti NEW

PROBLEM: "Many of our clients are very hesitant to try out new things. What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS: 1) The client does have the right to refuse to participate in a program. How-

ever, he cannot make a meaningful decision unless he knows what the program

involves. Therefore, we should encourage him to try a program before judg-

ing it. We may have to be quite directive (e.g., urging him to go, or going

, along witb him) to et him to experience the program. Once he has experi-
enced the program, he should be free to make his own decisions.

2) It is often helpful to introduce new programs to several clients-at a time.

Then each client dms not feel that he is being singled out and he may be

more comfortable in a group than trying something alone.

3) It may be helpful to introduce new activities gradually. Start with activ-

ities the client is already'doing and gradually introduce new activities or
variations in old activities.

4)1 Be sure you have meaningfully involved-the client in choosing the program.

5),: Be sure the client understands what milt be expected of him. Often clients

resist a program because they don't understand what they will do.

6i A short term contract' with the client may be helpful. This contract should
specify, that the clienf will try the program Tor X days, and will be free to
discontinue at the end of that time. t

4.

4
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CLIENT IS EXTREMELY SENSITIVE TO CRITICISM

PROBLEM: "We have a number of clients who have a great deal of difficulty handling Oft-

icism. Even normal suggestions are interpreted as criticism and the client

either becomes very angry or else breaks out in tears. What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS11 1) One of the best techniques that we have found has been to precede suggestions

with praise. That is, always begin what you say to the client with some_
praise about something which he or she has done. Then you can follow this
with suggestions about how theyAmight do something a )ittle differently.
State these suggestions positiVtly in terms of what the client should do in-

stead of what he should not do. Also, be sure that the tone of your voice

, is positive and supportive.

2) Another helpful device 'has been to organize a project where the client is

sure to get a great deal of praise and positive attention. For example, if

the client bought some new clothes or was given some public resOnsibility
such as helping one of the staff persons, this would provide opportunity for

staff and others to give the Client a great deal of praise and positivb

attention. Our experience has been that when clients are getting positive
recognition, they can tolerate suggestions and even celticisM much better.

3) When you make a suggestion to the client who is very sensitive, try to in-

clude some choice on his part so that he feels that he is part of the

planning. For example, if you want to suggest that the client put more
energy into sweeping, you could also ask him whether he preferred to use a

. push broom or a sweep broom. By simply adding an element of choice, the
client feels consulted and it is easier for him to deal with your suggestion

or criticism., ,

(

////

-4) Ask the client for suggestions for ways that will help him tandle the crit7-

iCisM.. He may give you some good strategies, such as "Don't criticize me
--

--'

in front of my,birifriend." Or "Just give your criticism once and don't

repeat it." It never-ceases to amaze staff how frequently 'clients can make

excellent suggestions about how to handle their own problems and we Should

always be on our guard not to ignore this very important resource.
. .

5) Ask "When does Vie client handle criticism well?" Try to repeat those

, conditions,
$
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CLIENT PROMISES, BUT DOESN'T FOLLOW THROUGH

40

PROBLEM: "This client will wee to anything you ask him to do when you're at the staff
meeting; however, he usually forgets or Aesn't follow through with what he has

promised. What can we do?"

SUGGESTI6NS: 1) Be sure that'what you kave asked of the client is in fact reasonable. One

of the most frequent reasons why clients do not follow through on what they
promised is that the program itself is not reasonable for them. Often, in

the beginning, it's a good idea to choose a behavior which you are certain
he is able to perform - something you have seen him do several times already.
By keeping your goals small, you increase the probability of success And
therefore of rewarding the client for his appropriate behavior rather thin
having to punish him for inappropHate behavior.

2) Get clear, objectively measurable goals. Be sure that the cliept under=

stands what he is to do. As a check, ask him to restate what he is to dO.

3) If your program doesn't work at first, don't give up since it usuallyiltakes

a bit of time for the client to understand that you are-surior about this.

4) Spell out what will happen if he does or-doesn't do what he has agreed to.
Be sure these consequences are meanngful to the client. You may even want-
to consider writing a formal contract with the client. Be.sure to include
the positive as well as,the.negative consequences of different behaviors .in

the contract. 4 4060-

5) Be sure that you have complete.support from all persons* who workswith.t4
client so that everyone is consistent in dealing with him. This is very
important, especially with Clients who have difficulty in being consistegt

-themselves. We must prdivide a consistent environment if he is to learn/
consistency.

6) Begin with only one contract focusing on one behavior and stick'to tHat long
enough so'that the client has truly understood that you will follow through
with the consequences. It is a mistake to write foo complex a contract.ip
the beginning. The client will have difficulty remembering it and it mill
be difficult to get complete consistency-with all people working with him.
After a few simple contracts, then you can gradually iffcrease the number and
scope of your program with him. . -



"LYING
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4

PROBLEM: "We have some clients whom-we cannot.trust what they say. Whit can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS.: I.) Include the client fully in your planning. lie should understand exactly

what it is that you want him to do and he should understand the seriousness

/.
of the commitment which staff are making.to try to help him change. If

possible, get his suggestions for strategies to deal with the problem. .It,
is important if we are to establish open, honest communication with the .

client that he understand every pirt df the plan from the beginning.

2) Make siire the clieht understand what fs-meant by the words "truth" and

"lies."
,

, -e.

3) Try to arrange things so that lying does net pay off while'tellipg the truth

does. This will require communication among staff and clarity and consis-

.
tency in dealing with th*Nclient, A precise, written contract-signed .by the .

client is often helpful wit h. verbal clients. Staff can be instructed to

check up on what a client sa while the client is still present. If he has

- told,the truth, he should rece Ne praise. . Iflie has not,- there should be .

some-appropriate consequence. The clfeht should have.input as to what the
"appropriate consequence" should be and he shoUld agree to it.

_ 4) Ask i6 there are soh* circumstances where he can be-trusted to tell the

" truth. Review these circultstanc0 and See what it is,that causes the'client
.. . to be honest And see if welcan iscrease those circumstances. -For.example,

he majf be very honest with people who are fair with him or who'are sympa-
thetic to him. This can g4ve us Clues in how to treat the client so as to'

. increase his honesty. -,

) Since 'the short-term conSequences of lying are often positive and since cli-.

.ents frequently have had this pattern for a good dealbf time, we must be
.

realistic tout how fast it can change. Often progreis will be very slow,

particularTY at first. For this reason, it is often good to keep records
over long periods of time So that we cap, see how we are making progress even ,

when there.are temporary relapses.,

6
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CLIENT REPEATS THE SAME QUESTIONS OVER AND OVER AGAIN

sit .

nOBLEM:

SUGGESTIONS:

"We have a number of clients who keep pestering staff with the same question
such as iWhen is my mother coming' or 'Will the bus be on time,' etc. This is
very annoying and time-consuming for staff. What can we do?"

1) Involve the client and explain to him or her that it is very important to
decrease the number of these questions. He should understand and accept any

plan that is developed.

2) Set an initfal goal of not'asking oy questions for a short period of time. .

An example of such a goiTIs "Billy will work for 10 minutes without tsking
the staff aO questions about the bus home.1' Start with very short periods
of time and, when the client is' successful with these goals, then gradually
increase the period of time when he is not asking questions Of staff. Staff
should be instructed to ignore these,repeated questions during the "no ques-.
.tion periods." Only meaningful questions should be answered. It is

important that all staff be consistent in how and when they respond to these
,repeated questions.*

3) Be sure that positive attention and suppOrt is given to the client for his
suCcess in controlling his own behavior. Don't expect success quickly.
Progress will be slow at first and mAy take a considerable time.

4) Evaluate the client's present activities to be sure that they are stefi-
ciehtly meaningful and involving for him. Frequently.if clients are more
invoTvedand interested in their activities, they are lesslikely to ask q
these repetitive questions.

5) Observe the client and note when he or she does not ask questions. This may
/)take some careful record keeping but such data can often point to the
cumstances that cause and dd not cause the behavior. This can be helpful in
designing programs,to displace the problem behavior..

r-
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CLIENT MANIPULATES STAFF

PROBLEM: some clients are ve6 skillful at getting what they want out of stafi.by telling

ecJ staff person what he thinks they wa t to hear instead of being consistent

and truthful with.staff. What can we do

SUGGESTIONS: I) Be precise by what you mean by "manipu ates staff." This is a term that
. staff tend to uSe loosely. Each sta rson concerned should identify yery

sOpecifically what they mean by manipu ation". with examples. This will help

a great deal in improving communiqation among staff members and also tn

identifying what it ts we want to hange.
y 4

* 2) Clients cannot,manipulatk Ttaff unless the'staff Permit it. The best way tol

deal with thistype of behavior is through staff education and communication.

It is.important that all staff be aware of this problem and also, that there

be close communication among staff members about what they have told the

'client. Circulating copies of IWPP's to all staff can help communication.

The client should also know that staff are in constant communication with

each other.

3) Once we have identified exactly whai.it is the client does that is inappro-

priate and once me have clear communication aiming staff dealing with the

client, everyone should give the client imnigelpte and clear feedback when

,he or she engages in the inappropriate behavior.

-4) Be very clear'itsbOyt what the client is expected to do. Be sure the fWPP

plan is clearly written and spells out, in detail, what each pdrson's re-

sponsibilities are.

W t,

Lill- :

1:
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SEIZURES SOCIAlLY 'DETERMINED

4

PROBLEM: ' "We4have sevenal clients who are Prone to epileptic seizures; however, we have :

noted that thgy usually have these seizures when they want attention or want a
way out.of some Aifficult social situation: What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS: 1) Be sur6 the client has a complete phyidcal (especially neurological) extmi--
nation, that he has a prescribed medication and that he is taking his '4

, medication.

)
,Keep ekcarefutrecord of the conditions underwhich Vhe client has these
seizures and the situattons when' he does not have seizures. It is impor-
tant.to keep records of both tyPes of events, and not just the.seizure
event. It is also important to have objective,records because we can often

distort our own memorids' and think that these seizures are occurring in
vxial,situations because they are the only,ones we remember. -

, .

3) If the client 'cin understand youi, lsk for his coopeltion andvaif possible,
jointly work out a/program, to'help him contrOl his seizureal.. If he can

recogntze when thd seizure is coming on, help him to develop some'distract-

, ing activities or ask him what he,does in other circumstances which have
helped him to avoid seizures. WW1 be helpful to review your objective
records of situations where he doet not have seizures for ideas for dis-
tracting himself early in the seizure sequence.

4) Have some special rewards foe the'élient controlling his seizure Take
situations where he frequently .has had seizureS in the past and, if he
avoids a seizure in those sttuatipns, he should receive some-special reward
that is impottant to him. AS he gains controT over his seizures, shift to
attentton and praise' as a reward.

5.

'

-If a seizure seems to be an atteRtion-getter at social functions, tben.re-
Move the client from the function as ibon as'the seiZure subsides. 'This ,

will minimize getting attention for the behavior.

6) Get cpmplete ppport from V1 staff and all other clients and family members
who have contact with the.-client. It is very important thatftverybody be
consistent iteross'all shifts and sttuations.in dealing with/this type of
behavior. 'Everyone should be suppOrtive and encouraginithe client'to con- -

trol hislehavior and,,at thi.same timet'shou0dLnot be giviog special sodial
tttention, for the, seizure behavior.' ' j,

99
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TEMPER TANTRUMS

re

..PROBLEM: , "This client will suddenly bUrst into a rage and upset everyone around him. Fie

.makes everyone; includipg himself, miseraOle. Isn't there anything we can do?'

SUGGESTIONS: 1)

"

If possible, try to'intercept the client before hisjemper gets mit of con-

trol. Often the client will be willing to come to you for help when he

senses that his feelings may.get out of control. The best time to stop a

temper, tantrum is before it happens by diitracting the client and by getting

him out of the 'situation which he cannot handle.c,

) Ask the olientlfor Kis suggestioni about what you could do lo help him con-.

trot his temper. Make him an acttve part of the program. Most clients are

unhappy about loping their,temper and willingly cooperite to help in develop....

ing the program.

3) Imagine yourself as the client and go through, in your mini], a recent temper

tantrum that ,he had: Start with the events that led up to the temper tan-

IruMand, as you.imagine- yourself in the client'l shoes, think "what could

I realistically dq differently to control 'my temper or what could other

people do to help me tontrol my temper?"

4) Are there sometimes when the client does control his temper? When is this?

What doss he do at those times to control his temper? What can we do to

help him to use these same Strategies_at other times? .

5) Look for some attivity that the client likes to do which is incompatible

with having a temper tantrum. For example, he may-especially enjoy listen- ,

ing to a particular-record ot. playing a certain gale. Therh when tantrum

is likely, and before he gets to the boiling point, start him on this spe...

)dial activity that hp enjoys. It is important that you do this before ht

(losts his temper SO that you are\not rewarding him after he has lost his'

'temper. ( ) - ,

) Ignore the tantrumafter checking to be sure the client is not in danger:

When we react to the tantrum, the client gets exactly what he wanted--At-

tention.

7) Ask if there s someplace where the client could-let off steam but where it

.
would not d lo dtsruptive to others.

411 1ave th eople who workedIrectly with the client pay attentiaon.and praise

.,the clientIthen he does hithdlestress well. this will help htm 0 develop

58 400.
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CLIENT WANTS UNREALISTIC GOALS

,PROBLEM: Nur clients want to do things tilat are not pOssible for them.to do. How can,

we explain this to them and still have them feel that they are involved in the

process?" I
-

SUGGESTIONS: ly- Do not be afraid to share your views openly and honestly,with the client.
,

While you should not force your views on him, at the sant time, you should
also give him the benefit of your honest'-opinion. Tell him honestly what

you think and he will respect you more for it, even Whe doesn't agree
yip you.

4

'2) Offer the client some choice among realistic goals. In this way he can be
involved in sele,cting a goal and won't feel that you are cutting him out of

4 the selection process. .

3) Questiomthe client carefully to be sure.you know precisely what he wants
from his goal. For exampTe, A client may say he wants to fly all airplane
but, in reality, he will be very happy to simply sit in a cockpit of an air-

plane. .

. #,

4), 'When a client does want something that you-know is clearly unrealistic, we
find that it is often best not to challenge his long-term goal. Instead,

helP him focus on some reasonable, short=term goals which could, in the
long run, contribute to achieving his long-term goal (e.g., learning basic
job ikills,so he can,get his first 40). In-this way, you are not arguing
with him abOut what he wants in the long run and he sees you as working with
him-and Nelping him.. .

) Let the client.observe experience what woUld be involved in achieving his

aoal. He may then chobse a more realistic goal.

.
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REGRESSION 6LIEN1:BACKSLIDES

-*GROOMING CAART
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"Things started out all right on our plan, but then everything went to pieces

and he seems to be worse than when. we started. Whit can we do?"

Start a new plan. Start where the client is now and then build in small

reasonable steps. If he has regressed, that simply means that "whereihe ts

now" has shifted and we have to shift the plan.

Look at what ts causing the regression. Frequently this has nothing to do

with the approach usid in the plan, but it is.something entirely outstdi.

For example, the client has a fight with hils mother and so, tempdrarily,

stops working on any of his goals. In this case, stick witlithe original

IWPRIplan and turn your efforts to the more basic cause of the regresston.

If the client has had 4 history of"ups apd downs" in his programming ,then

just wait for things to settle down before reinstituting the IWPP p1;11n

Don't panic and change the plans when all we really need to do is to wait

the client out for .a short period.

SUGGESTIONS: I)

2)

4

4) Keep records of the clknt's progress over long periods of time.' In this

way you can see that long-term progress is being made even when them, is

temporary backsliding. This type of data can also help to show whether the

rdgression is temporary or a more serious problem.

5) When talking with the client, focus o the progress'that.he haS Made up to

this point rather than on the-backsl ding which may 'just discourage him

from partieipating in* the program.

6) Once a client has achieved the desired behavior, start using "partial rein-.

fordement," i.e., giving him attention and praise irregularly. This will

help to maintain hisfiehavior and also help to minimize backsliding.

4 le

1
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POOR SOCIAL JUDGEMENT
tat.

tf-

AOBLEM: "We have clients who would like to be friendly and sociable with other pedOle,
but they have poor.judgement about what to say, and do with other people. Up to,
a point their behavior does get them attention from others,.but then they 'over-

step' and other people become angry with tbem."

SUGGESTIONS: 1) This is a 'difficult area to change behavior, because the client does.redeive

, ,positive responses to much of his behavia. ind_only occasionally and, some-
what belatedly, does he get feedback on what-le has donwwrong. .Therefore,
one of the most'importapt things is to try to give him more immediate and
more accurate feedback about how others.feel about hiS behavior. Often a
trusted friend or staff person can do this best because they are with him in
the situations when he tends to get into trouble. .ftle playing can also be
..used as a,way of,teaching these social skills. If role plaxing is msed, it

- is often good to repeat actual incidents that the client has been involved
in.

a

11

.1

-10, All persons working with tNis client should be aWare of,fhe problem and
ihould be consistent in how they deal with it. For example, if a client
tends to ask women questions which are too pei-sonah.then all female'staff

'who work with him should be instructed, to tell the client immediately when
'' he has become too personil with them. kf necessary, model for the staff

how to respond to the clien.t.

3). If we would practice the prtociples cif normalizaflon and treat clients the
way we treat other adult persons -in our society, poor sodal judgement would :

be much le;s of a problem for clients. Too often staff are tolerant of in-
appropriate social behavior from clients where they would reject the same
behavior lf from a non-client. Instruction in normalization principlet may,

, therefore help staff to better deal with this.type of behavior problem.

41
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SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

0
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PROBLEM: "We frequently have problems with clients in the areas of maiturbatfon, petting,

eprotreation, etc. Do you have any suggestions?"

SUGGESTIONS: 1) Yhis is ämotionally charged area in our culture and orie of the most'impor-
tent ihings to do in approaching this area to take a dispassionate view of

the behavior and to put ourselves in the client's shoes and tOy to under-

stand what he is feeling and his perspective on the situation. ,This can

help us a.great deal in keeping our own heads level and also in communtcat-

.
ing to the client that we understand his situation and thi4 we want to help

him.

'
4

2) Thereare an increasing number of go6d di scussions of this topic put out by

both professional and also by.client.advocate groups. It is recommended

that these4ourees be reviewed carefully as Oeparation for dealtng with

problemsOn'this area. 4

3) Once we have deftried clearly for ourselves whet is:reasonable and appropri-

ate behavior then vieshOuld be very open and clear with clients What our :

vdrect
and open with htm and.not to llide our own conclusions behind oUr

;ews are. If we waht to help the client, we must be prepared to be very,

. embarrassment or self-consciousness. Clarlty and.consistency are two of the

'best ways tO be of help to a client with such an emotionally charged type of

behavior. .

4) 'Since sexual behavtor.must be learned, then it -is our responsibility to help

tlients to learrullow to adt appropriately. Role playing is a good teaching

--devite. Another is to give the client immediate and honest feedback about,

his.behavior.in this area.



,SHORT ATTENTION SPAN
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PROBLEM: "We have clients who can concentrate on d task for only.a4short.period of time. .

,
Unless they can stick at something for a longveriod, we cannot teach them
other boic skills. What can we do?"

SUGGESTIONS: 1) Start with very small godjs then gradually increase them. You may start
with the client working at a tisk for less than a minute (perhaps even 5. to
10 seconds),Xhen gradually inCrease at time. The first goal shduld 'prob-
ably be equal to or a little less thlhis currentattention span. This

will familiarize the client with the procedare and let him know that he can
be successful. )lien increase what you are dsking of him in very small

steps. Give amOle praise and sbpport for the client's accomplishments.

ft

-One client on stith a program went from 30 seconds to 20 minutes during a
three year period of training.

-

2) Do the training with tasks that the client especially likes to do. For ex-

ampte, if the client enjoys puzzles then this would be a good task to use
for trainiig,

3) Do the initial trainingein a quiet location withodt distractions. Then

gradually move back to more normal situations.

4) When you are trying to transfer4at hat been learned in triiniffig sessions
to eVeryday life, be.sure that all persons-working with the client are
aware of the program and are consistent,in their demands on him or her.

5)..If you are trying 1.4tettch new skills to clients with short attentien spans,
then break the teac ng into very small units and give the client some
alternate, distracting activity in between training sessions. Another
strategy is to alternate several different teaching programs in smdll time
'units so that the client is working'for a long period of time but is sOnd-
ing only a very short period of time on each.program.

, r
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PROBLEM:

SUGGESTIONS:

STEALING
A

, "We have a client who takes others' belongings. He doesn't upderstand that it

is wrong to do this end we cal* make him stop. Do you have any suggestions?"

I) It is very important that all'people who deal with the client be'consjstent

in how they deal with the problem. A finm, immediate.response which does

not reward the client'with attention is usually best.

2) Give the client some positive ways to get the things he wants. These could

include asking someone for permission to borrow something, or providing

ways-to, earh money for things he wants. Rewardrthe client with praise when

he does these'things.

Have clear consequences for §tealing. If possible, tile client should help

to decide on the consequences. 0ne strategy is for the client to.pay a fine

consisting Of the same thing he stole. For.example, if he takes someone's

cigarettes, he has to give the person back the amount he took., plus another

pack. If he takes money, he.has to pay it badk plus an additional amount..

4) Poor budgeting ts frequently a reason for stealing. By helping the client

plan and follow a budget, the pressure for stealing is often reduced.

5) Minirize tl)e chandes for stealing by marking items and putting things away.

1 06 1'
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